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(54) METHOD, DEVICE AND SYSTEM FOR MANAGING LABEL OF ACCESS NETWORK

(57) The present invention relates to the field of net-
work communications, and in particular, to a method, an
apparatus, and a system for managing a label of an ac-
cess network. The method includes: allocating a Pseudo
Wire (PW) label of an access segment PW or a Multi-
Protocol Label Switching (MPLS) label of an access seg-
ment MPLS tunnel for a port or an MPLS tunnel, and
establishing a corresponding relationship between port
information and the MPLS label, or a corresponding re-
lationship between the port information and the PW label,
or a corresponding relationship between an MPLS tunnel
identifier and the MPLS label; and carrying the corre-

sponding relationship in a label management message,
and sending the label management message to an Op-
tical Network Unit (ONU) so that the ONU updates a for-
warding table, in which the label management message
adopts an access network management protocol. In tech-
nical solutions provided in the embodiments, the access
network management protocol is used to carry a label,
so a problem of supporting Pseudo Wire Emulation Edge-
to-Edge (PWE3) on a data plane of an access segment
of an access network is solved under the conditions that
device complexity of the ONU is not increased and a
configuration of the ONU is slightly changed.
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Description

[0001] This application claims priority to Chinese Pat-
ent Application No. 200910108525.6, filed with the Chi-
nese Patent Office on June 24, 2009 and entitled "METH-
OD, APPARATUS, AND SYSTEM FOR DISTRIBUTING
LABEL OF ACCESS NETWORK", which is incorporated
herein by reference in its entirety.

FIELD OF THE INVENTION

[0002] The present invention relates to the field of net-
work communications, and in particular, to a method, an
apparatus, and a system for managing a label of an ac-
cess network.

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION

[0003] A Pseudo Wire (PW) is a mechanism that car-
ries a key element of an emulated service from a Provider
Edge (PE) to another one or multiple PEs through a Pack-
et Switch Network (PSN). A variety of services are em-
ulated through a tunnel on the PSN. The tunnel includes
an Internet Protocol (IP) tunnel, a Layer 2 Tunneling Pro-
tocol (L2TP) tunnel, and a Multi-Protocol Label Switching
(MPLS) tunnel. The services include an Asynchronous
Transfer Mode (ATM), Time Division Multiplexing (TDM),
and an Ethernet. The PSN may transmit data payloads
of diversified services. An internal data service carried
by the PW is invisible to a bearer network. In other words,
the bearer network is transparent to a Customer Edge
(CE) data stream. A local data unit (such as a bit, a cell,
and a packet) arriving through an Attachment Circuit (AC)
is first encapsulated into a Pseudo Wires Protocol Data
Unit (PW-PDU), and then transferred through a PSN tun-
nel in a lower-layer bearer network. The PE executes
encapsulation and decapsulation processes necessary
to the PW-PDU, and any other functions (such as sorting
and timing functions) required by a PW service. Current-
ly, three optional PW outer-layer tunnel encapsulation
modes exist, which are an IP/User Datagram Protocol
(UDP) mode, an L2TP version 3 (L2TPv3) mode, and an
MPLS mode respectively. Referring to FIG. 8, FIG. 8 is
a schematic reference diagram of a network of a point-
to-point PW, in which two PE devices PE 1 and PE 2
provide one or multiple PWs for CE devices CE 1 and
CE 2 that are connected to the PE 1 and the PE 2, so
that the corresponding CE devices may communicate
with each other on the PSN.
[0004] An existing mobile bearer network based on a
Passive Optical Network (PON) uses the PON to perform
mobile bearing on various services from a Base Station
(BS). Then, the PON is connected to a network element
of a mobile network, such as a Base Station Controller
(BSC) of a Second Generation (2G) mobile network, a
Radio Network Controller (RNC) of a Third Generation
(3G) mobile network, or an access gateway (AGW) of a
Long Time Evolution (LTE) mobile network, through a

metropolitan area convergence network (such as a PSN).
[0005] An operator hopes that an MPLS-based Pseu-
do Wire Emulation Edge-to-Edge (PWE3) network is
completely adopted end-to-end from a PON access seg-
ment to the metropolitan area convergence network, so
as to provide an end-to-end guarantee for Quality of Serv-
ice (QoS) of TDM/ATM bearing.
[0006] An Optical Network Unit (ONU) and an Optical
Line Termination (OLT) are mass access devices, and
are usually Layer 2 devices. However, in order to support
the PWE3 at the PON access segment, all ONUs and
OLTs are required to upgrade a control plane to Layer
3, and support a routing protocol, for example, a Routing
Information Protocol (RIP), an MPLS Label Distribution
Protocol (LDP), for example, LDP and a Resource Res-
ervation Protocol (RSVP), and PW LDP, for example, a
targeted LDP (T-LDP) or a Border Gateway Protocol
(BGP), which causes high complexity and poor scalability
to the ONUs and the OLTs. Therefore, a technology that
supports the PWE3 on a data plane of the PON access
segment under the conditions that the device complexity
of an ONU is not increased and a configuration of the
ONU needs only to be slightly changed is required.

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION

[0007] An objective of embodiments of the present in-
vention is to provide a method, an apparatus, and a sys-
tem for managing a label of an access network, so as to
solve a problem of supporting PWE3 on a data plane of
an access segment of the access network under the con-
ditions that complexity of an access device is not in-
creased and a configuration of the access device needs
only to be slightly changed.
[0008] The obj ective of the embodiments of the
present invention is achieved through the following tech-
nical solutions:
[0009] A method for managing a label of an access
network includes:

allocating a PW label of an access segment PW or
an MPLS label of an access segment MPLS tunnel
for a port or an MPLS tunnel, and establishing a cor-
responding relationship between port information of
the port and the MPLS label, or establishing a cor-
responding relationship between the port informa-
tion of the port and the PW label, or establishing a
corresponding relationship between an MPLS tunnel
identifier (ID) of the MPLS tunnel and the MPLS label;
and
carrying the corresponding relationship in a label
management message, and sending the label man-
agement message to an ONU so that the ONU up-
dates a forwarding table according to the corre-
sponding relationship, in which the label manage-
ment message adopts an access network manage-
ment protocol.
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[0010] An ONU includes:

a receiving unit, configured to receive a label man-
agement message from an OLT, in which the label
management message adopts an access network
management protocol, and the label management
message carries a corresponding relationship be-
tween port information of a port and an MPLS label,
or a corresponding relationship between the port in-
formation of the port and a PW label, or a correspond-
ing relationship between an MPLS tunnel ID of an
MPLS tunnel and the MPLS label; and
an update unit, configured to update a forwarding
table according to the corresponding relationship.

[0011] A Switching Provider Edge (S-PE) device in-
cludes:

a management unit, configured to allocate a PW la-
bel of an access segment PW or an MPLS label of
an access segment MPLS tunnel for a port or an
MPLS tunnel, and establish a corresponding rela-
tionship between port information of the port and the
MPLS label, or establish a corresponding relation-
ship between the port information of the port and the
PW label, or establish a corresponding relationship
between an MPLS tunnel ID of the MPLS tunnel and
the MPLS label; and
a first sending unit, configured to carry the corre-
sponding relationship in a label management mes-
sage, and send the label management message to
an ONU so that the ONU updates a forwarding table
according to the corresponding relationship, in which
the label management message adopts an access
network management protocol.

[0012] An access system of an access network in-
cludes an S-PE device and at least one ONU, where:

the ONU is configured to receive a label manage-
ment message from the S-PE device, in which the
label management message adopts an access net-
work management protocol, and the label manage-
ment message carries a corresponding relationship
between port information of a port and an MPLS la-
bel, or a corresponding relationship between the port
information of the port and a PW label, or a corre-
sponding relationship between an MPLS tunnel ID
of an MPLS tunnel and the MPLS label, and update
a forwarding table according to the corresponding
relationship; and
the S-PE device is configured to allocate a PW label
of an access segment PW or an MPLS label of an
access segment MPLS tunnel for the port or the
MPLS tunnel, and send the label management mes-
sage to the ONU.

[0013] In the technical solutions according to the em-

bodiments, a message of the access network manage-
ment protocol is used to carry a label, so the problem of
supporting the PWE3 on the data plane of the access
segment of the access network under the conditions that
the device complexity of the access device is not in-
creased and the configuration of the access device needs
only to be slightly changed.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

[0014] To make the technical solutions according to
the embodiments of the present invention or in the prior
art more comprehensible, the accompanying drawings
that need to be used in the descriptions of the embodi-
ments or the prior art are briefly described below. Appar-
ently, the accompanying drawings described below
merely demonstrate some of the embodiments of the
present invention. Based on the accompanying draw-
ings, persons of ordinary skill in the art may obtain other
accompanying drawings without making creative efforts.

FIG. 1 is a flow chart of a method for managing a
label of an access network according to an embod-
iment of the present invention;
FIG. 2 is a flow chart of a method for managing a
label of an access network according to an embod-
iment of the present invention;
FIG. 3 is a flow chart of a corresponding method for
managing a network core segment label when a PW
label is allocated for a port according to an embod-
iment of the present invention;
FIG. 4 is a flow chart of a corresponding method for
managing a network core segment label when a label
is allocated for an MPLS tunnel ID according to an
embodiment of the present invention;
FIG. 5 is a block diagram of a PE device according
to an embodiment of the present invention;
FIG. 6 is a block diagram of an S-PE device accord-
ing to an embodiment of the present invention;
FIG. 7 is a block diagram of an access system of an
access network according to an embodiment of the
present invention;
FIG. 8 is a schematic reference diagram of a network
of a point-to-point PW;
FIG. 9 is a schematic diagram of a network support-
ing PWE3 at a PON access segment;
FIG. 10 is a schematic diagram of a network sup-
porting PWE3 at a PON access segment in a specific
application scenario according to an embodiment of
the present invention;
FIG. 11 is a schematic diagram of a network sup-
porting PWE3 at a PON access segment in another
specific application scenario according to an embod-
iment of the present invention;
FIG. 12 is a schematic diagram of a method for man-
aging a PW label of a PON in a specific application
scenario according to an embodiment of the present
invention;
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FIG. 13 is a schematic diagram of a method for man-
aging a PW label of a PON in another specific appli-
cation scenario according to an embodiment of the
present invention;
FIG. 14 is a schematic diagram of a method for man-
aging a PW label of a PON in still another specific
application scenario according to an embodiment of
the present invention;
FIG. 15 is a schematic diagram of a method for man-
aging a PW label of a PON in another specific appli-
cation scenario according to an embodiment of the
present invention;
FIG. 16 is a schematic diagram of a method for man-
aging an MPLS label of a PON in still another specific
application scenario according to an embodiment of
the present invention;
FIG. 17 is a schematic diagram of a method for man-
aging an MPLS label of a PON in another specific
application scenario according to an embodiment of
the present invention;
FIG. 18 is a schematic diagram of a method for man-
aging an MPLS label of a PON in still another specific
application scenario according to an embodiment of
the present invention;
FIG. 19 is a schematic diagram of a method for man-
aging a PW label of a PON in another specific appli-
cation scenario according to an embodiment of the
present invention;
FIG. 20 is a schematic diagram of a method for man-
aging a PW label of a PON in still another specific
application scenario according to an embodiment of
the present invention;
FIG. 21 is a schematic diagram of a method for man-
aging a PW label of a PON in another specific appli-
cation scenario according to an embodiment of the
present invention;
FIG. 22 is a schematic diagram of a method for man-
aging an MPLS label of a PON in still another specific
application scenario according to an embodiment of
the present invention;
FIG. 23 is a schematic diagram of a method for man-
aging an MPLS label of a PON in another specific
application scenario according to an embodiment of
the present invention;
FIG. 24 is a schematic diagram of a method for man-
aging an MPLS label of a PON in still another specific
application scenario according to an embodiment of
the present invention;
FIG. 25 is a schematic diagram of a method for man-
aging an MPLS label of a PON in another specific
application scenario according to an embodiment of
the present invention;
FIG. 26 is a schematic diagram of a method for man-
aging a PW label of a PON in a specific application
scenario according to an embodiment of the present
invention, in which an S-PE device is an OLT in the
application scenario; and
FIG. 27 is a schematic diagram of a method for man-

aging an MPLS label of a PON in a specific applica-
tion scenario according to an embodiment of the
present invention, in which an S-PE device is an OLT
in the application scenario.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE EMBODIMENTS

[0015] According to embodiments of the present in-
vention, an access network may adopt a non-routing pro-
tocol, for example, existing configuration protocols of the
access network are adopted to perform label manage-
ment (for example, allocation, modification, or deletion
of a label), so as to implement management (for example,
establishment, modification, or deletion of the LSP or the
PW) on an MPLS Label Switch Path (LSP) or a PW of
the access network. In the embodiments of the present
invention, these existing configuration protocols of the
access network are called access network management
protocols. For example, in the embodiments of the
present invention, the access network may be a PON,
which adopts a point-to-multipoint access network tech-
nology. The access network may also adopt a point-to-
point access technology, for example, point-to-point Eth-
ernet access or point-to-point Digital Subscriber Line
(DSL) access.
[0016] In the embodiments of the present invention, a
mobile bearer network or a packet bearer network is di-
vided into an access segment and a core segment, in
which a part from a user-side PE device to an S-PE is
the access segment, and a part from the S-PE to a PE
device that is connected to an RNC and on the other side
or to a network-side PE device is the core segment. When
the access segment adopts PON access, the user-side
PE device may be an ONU; when the access segment
adopts Ethernet access, the user-side PE device may be
an Ethernet switch, router, or a terminal device with an
Ethernet port; and when the access segment adopts DSL
access, the user-side PE device herein may be a DSL
modem. A location of an OLT is equivalent to that of a
Digital Subscriber Line Access Multiplexer (DLSAM).
The access segment being a PON is taken as an example
in the following embodiments, which is similar to a case
in which the access segment is an Ethernet or a DSL.
[0017] An embodiment of the present invention is de-
scribed below with reference to FIGs. 1 to 7.
[0018] FIG. 1 is a flow chart of a method for managing
a label of an access network according to an embodiment
of the present invention. The method includes:

Step 102: A user-side PE device receives a label
management message from an OLT, a DLSAM, or
a second server, so as to allocate, modify, or delete
a corresponding label, in which the label manage-
ment message adopts an access network manage-
ment protocol, and the label management message
carries a corresponding relationship between port
information of a port and an MPLS label, or a corre-
sponding relationship between the port information
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of the port and a PW label, or a corresponding rela-
tionship between an MPLS tunnel ID of an MPLS
tunnel and the MPLS label.

[0019] For example, the user-side PE device may be
an ONU. The ONU receives the label management mes-
sage from the OLT or the second server. The message
may be sent by the second server, or sent by the OLT
that is used as an S-PE device, or forwarded to the ONU
directly or after being processed correspondingly after
the OLT that is used as a Provider (P) device receives
the label management message sent by an IP edge node,
a Broadband Network Gateway (BNG), or a metropolitan
area convergence node that is used as the S-PE device.
The label management message adopts the access net-
work management protocol. The access network man-
agement protocol may be an Optical Network Terminal
(ONT) Management and Control Interface (OMCI) pro-
tocol, an Ethernet Operations, Administration and Main-
tenance (Ethernet OAM) protocol, a Layer 2 Control Pro-
tocol (L2CP), a TR096 protocol, a Simple Network Man-
agement Protocol (SNMP), a Remote Authentication Dial
In User Service (RADIUS) protocol, or a Diameter pro-
tocol. The L2CP is also called an Access Node Control
Protocol (ANCP), and is a protocol adopted by a Layer
2 Control Mechanism (L2CM). The RADIUS and Diam-
eter protocols may also be collectively called an Authen-
tication, Authorization, Accounting (AAA) protocol.
[0020] In order to implement PWE3 at an access seg-
ment, a PW label and an MPLS label need to be allocated
at the access segment. In some cases, no PW is required,
and an MPLS tunnel directly carries a service, such as
the ATM, ETH, and IP, and only the MPLS label needs
to be allocated at this time. In some cases, the MPLS is
not required, and the PW may be directly carried by a
lower layer network, and only the PW label needs to be
allocated at this time.
[0021] The port corresponds to an AC. For PON ac-
cess, the port information includes ONU port information
and/or OLT port information. For DSL access, the port
information includes DSL port information. For Ethernet
access, the port information includes Ethernet port infor-
mation. An AC ID may be just the port information, or a
logic number of the port information.
[0022] The ONU port information/DSL port information
may be an access loop identifier or a circuit ID. For ex-
ample, when an ONU port is an ATM-based DSL, the
ONU port information may be ONUID atm slot2/port2:
vpi.vci, and when the ONU port is an Ethernet-based
DSL, the ONU port information may be ONUID eth
slot2/port2[:vlan-id], in which ONUID is an ONU ID,
slot2/port2 is one of or any combination of a chassis
number, a rack number, a frame number, a slot number,
a sub-slot number, and a port number on the ONU, vpi.vci
is a Virtual Path Identifier (VPI) and a Virtual Channel
Identifier (VCI) on the DSL, and VLAN ID is a Virtual Local
Area Network (VLAN) identifier.
[0023] The OLT port information may be Access-

Node-Identifier slot1/port1 [:vlan-id], in which Access-
Node-Identifier is an ID of the OLT, slot1/port1 is one of
or any combination of a chassis number, a rack number,
a frame number, a slot number, a sub-slot number, and
a port number on the OLT, and VLAN ID is a VLAN iden-
tifier.
[0024] The ONU port/DSL port/Ethernet port may also
be a specified type of ATM cell, TDM timeslot, ETH frame,
or IP packet. For example, the ONU port information may
include an ATM VPI and VCI, a TDM timeslot number, a
Media Access Control (MAC) address, a VLAN ID, an
Ethernet priority, an IP address, and a Differentiated
Services Code Point (DSCP).
[0025] The MPLS tunnel ID or the port is used to iden-
tify a specified MPLS tunnel. The MPLS tunnel ID may
be a logic number, and may also consist of two end node
addresses of the MPLS tunnel. A case in which the label
management message carries the port information and
the corresponding MPLS label usually occurs when the
MPLS tunnel directly carries a service.
[0026] It should be understood by persons of ordinary
skill in the art that the label management message may
be one message or a set formed by multiple messages
because the PW and the MPLS tunnel may be unidirec-
tional or bidirectional. For example, the label manage-
ment message is sent twice, and respectively carries la-
bel management information in two directions, that is, a
label from the ONU to the OLT and port information or
an MPLS tunnel ID corresponding to the label, and a label
from the OLT to the ONU and port information or an MPLS
tunnel ID corresponding to the label. In addition, the label
management message may carry one label or a set of
labels and one piece of or a set of port information or one
MPLS tunnel ID or a set of MPLS tunnel IDs correspond-
ing to the label or the set of labels.
[0027] Optionally, before Step 102, the method may
further include sending, by the ONU, a label request mes-
sage to the OLT or the second server, in which the label
request message adopts an access network manage-
ment protocol and the label request message carries the
port information or the MPLS tunnel ID.
[0028] The label request message adopts the access
network management protocol, and the access network
management protocol may be the OMCI protocol, the
Ethernet OAM protocol, L2CP, the TR069 protocol, or
the AAA protocol.
[0029] The label request message carries the port in-
formation or the MPLS tunnel ID for which a label needs
to be allocated, so that the OLT, or the S-PE device, or
the second server allocates the label for the port or the
MPLS tunnel, and sends the label management mes-
sage. The label request message may also carry egress
node information, so as to request the OLT, or the S-PE
device, or the second server to allocate a label of a spec-
ified direction. For example, the egress node information
being ONU indicates that a label, which is allocated by
the OLT or the S-PE device, of a direction from the OLT
or the S-PE device to the ONU i to be allocated, modified,
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or deleted. The label request message may also simul-
taneously carry the port information for which the label
needs to be allocated and the egress node information,
or simultaneously carry the MPLS tunnel ID and the
egress node information.
[0030] The second server may be an AAA server or
an Automatic Configuration Server (ACS). The second
server is a label configuration server in this embodiment
of the present invention, and the server may also be built
in the OLT or the BNG The S-PE device sends an access
segment label request message to the server to request
allocation, modification, or deletion of the label corre-
sponding to the port. OLT port information and ONU port
information in the access segment label request mes-
sage may both be added by the ONU or the OLT alone,
or the ONU port information and the OLT port information
may be added by the ONU and the OLT respectively.
[0031] When the ACS is adopted to perform label con-
figuration, the TR069 protocol may be adopted, and a
user-side PE device/S-PE device needs to support the
TR069 protocol. When an AAA server is adopted to per-
form the label configuration, the RADIUS/Diameter pro-
tocol may be adopted, and the user-side PE device/S-
PE device needs to support the RADIUS/Diameter pro-
tocol. Alternatively, for PON access, only the OLT sup-
ports the RADIUS/Diameter protocol, the ONU supports
the OMCI protocol, and the OLT performs label manage-
ment message conversion between the RADIUS/Diam-
eter protocol and the OMCI protocol. Alternatively, only
the OLT supports the RADIUS/Diameter protocol, the
ONU supports the Ethernet OAM protocol, and the OLT
performs label management message conversion be-
tween the RADIUS/Diameter protocol and the Ethernet
OAM protocol.
[0032] Access segment labels corresponding to the
OLT port and the ONU port are queried and found by the
second server according to the OLT port and the ONU
port. The S-PE device receives the access segment label
sent by the second server. An access segment label al-
location message not only carries the access segment
labels corresponding to the OLT port and the ONU port,
but may also carry an access segment policy or a profile.
The access segment policy or the profile is used to pro-
vide information about, such as, an access segment QoS
policy and information timing and billing.
[0033] Step 104: Update a forwarding table according
to the corresponding relationship.
[0034] In order to enable data of MPLS-based PWE3
on the data plane to be forwarded correctly, the ONU
needs to update the forwarding table according to the
port information of the port or the MPLS tunnel ID of the
MPLS tunnel and a PW label of an access segment PW
or an MPLS label that corresponds to the port or the
MPLS tunnel, and add, modify, or delete a corresponding
item of the corresponding PW label or MPLS label. The
forwarding table includes a Forwarding Information Base
(FIB).
[0035] A Forwarding Equivalence Class (FEC) defines

a set of data, cells, timeslots, frames, or packets, which
in terms of forwarding behavior all have the same for-
warding property. In order that data entering each spec-
ified access loop, or each specified ATM cell, TDM times-
lot, ETH frame, or IP packet entering a network is des-
ignated to a specified FEC, in which the FEC is a coded
port (such as the ONU port and/or the OLT port) or an
AC ID, the PW label or the MPLS label needs to be as-
sociated with the port according to a mapping relationship
between the label and the port. Therefore, on the data
plane, according to an association relationship between
the PW label or the MPLS label and the port, data entering
a specified port is encapsulated into a frame having the
corresponding PW label or the corresponding MPLS la-
bel, or after a frame having the specified PW label or the
specified MPLS label is decapsulated, data is forwarded
by a corresponding port.
[0036] FIG. 2 is a flow chart of a method for managing
a label of an access network according to an embodiment
of the present invention. The method includes:

Step 202: Manage a PW label of an access segment
PW or an MPLS label of an access segment MPLS
tunnel for a port or an MPLS tunnel, and manage a
corresponding relationship between port information
of the port and the MPLS label, or manage a corre-
sponding relationship between the port information
of the port and the PW label, or manage a corre-
sponding relationship between an MPLS tunnel ID
of the MPLS tunnel and the MPLS label.

[0037] An S-PE device allocates, modifies, or deletes
a label for the port or the MPLS tunnel. When a label is
allocated, modified, or deleted for the port, the label is
the PW label of the access segment PW or the MPLS
label. When a label is allocated, modified, or deleted for
the MPLS tunnel, the label is the MPLS label of the MPLS
tunnel. In order to implement PWE3 at the access seg-
ment, the PW label and the MPLS label need to be allo-
cated, modified, or deleted at the access segment. In
some cases, for example, when the MPLS tunnel directly
carries a service, only the MPLS label needs to be allo-
cated, modified, or deleted for the port. In some cases,
the MPLS is not required, and the PW may be directly
carried by a lower layer network, and only the PW label
needs to be allocated, modified, or deleted for the port
at this time.
[0038] The S-PE device may be an OLT, and may also
be an IP edge node, a BNG, or a metropolitan area con-
vergence node.
[0039] When the S-PE device is the IP edge node, the
BNG, or the metropolitan area convergence node and
when the MPLS label is allocated, modified, or deleted
for the MPLS tunnel ID, MPLS labels between the S-PE
device and the OLT and between the OLT and an ONU
may be allocated, modified, or deleted at the same time,
or only the MPLS label between the S-PE device and the
OLT is allocated, modified, or deleted, and the OLT al-
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locates, modifies, or deletes the MPLS label between the
OLT and the ONU.
[0040] Optionally, before Step 202, the method may
further include: receiving a label request, modification,
or deletion message sent by the ONU, in which the label
request, modification, or deletion message adopts an ac-
cess network management protocol and the label re-
quest, modification, or deletion message carries the port
information and/or egress node information, or the label
request, modification, or deletion message carries the
MPLS tunnel ID and/or the egress node information.
[0041] Optionally, before Step 202, the method may
further include sending an access segment label request,
modification, or deletion message to a second server, in
which the access segment label request, modification,
or deletion message carries port information of a port,
for example, port information of an OLT port and an ONU
port, so as to request for configuring an access segment
label, for example, request for allocating, modifying, or
deleting a label from the ONU to the OLT/a label from
the OLT to the ONU for the ONU, and request for allo-
cating, modifying, or deleting a label from the OLT to an
upper-level node of the OLT/a label from the upper-level
node of the OLT to the OLT for the OLT.
[0042] An access segment label management mes-
sage sent by the second server is received. An access
segment label allocation, modification, or deletion mes-
sage carries a label corresponding to the port, for exam-
ple, the label from the ONU to the OLT/the label from the
OLT to the ONU that is allocated, modified, or deleted
for the ONU, and the label from the OLT to the upper-
level node of the OLT/the label from the upper-level node
of the OLT to the OLT that is allocated, modified, or de-
leted for the OLT, and the label includes the PW label
and/or the MPLS label. The second server may take the
initiative to deliver the access segment label manage-
ment message to the ONU or the OLT, or deliver the
access segment label management message after re-
ceiving the access segment label request, modification,
or deletion message.
[0043] Step 204: Send a label management message
to a PE device, in which the label management message
adopts the access network management protocol, the
label management message carries the corresponding
relationship, and the label management message ena-
bles the ONU to update a forwarding table and add, mod-
ify, or delete a corresponding label item according to the
corresponding relationship.
[0044] The PE device herein is usually a PE device
deployed on a user side. For example, the user-side PE
device may be an ONU. When the S-PE device is an
OLT, the access network management protocol includes
an OMCI protocol, an Ethernet OAM protocol, L2CP, a
TR069 protocol, or an AAA protocol.
[0045] When the S-PE device is an IP edge node, a
BNG, or a metropolitan area convergence node, the S-
PE device is an upper layer device of the OLT, and the
label allocation, modification, or deletion message needs

to be sent to the ONU through the OLT. The access net-
work management protocol includes L2CP, the TR069
protocol, the Ethernet OAM protocol, or the AAA protocol
because the S-PE device does not support the OMCI
protocol. In this case, the OLT needs to forward the label
allocation, modification, or deletion message to the ONU.
The OLT may directly forward the message to the ONU
after detecting the label allocation, modification, or dele-
tion message, in which the ONU also needs to support
L2CP, the TR069 protocol, the Ethernet OAM protocol,
or the AAA protocol, and the OLT may also convert the
message into a message of the OMCI protocol or the
Ethernet OAM protocol after detecting the label alloca-
tion, modification, or deletion message, and then forward
the converted message to the ONU. If the label allocation,
modification, or deletion message carries the MPLS tun-
nel ID or the mapping relationship between the port and
the MPLS label, the OLT updates a label switching table
according to the MPLS tunnel ID or the mapping relation-
ship between the port and the MPLS label after detecting
the label allocation, modification, or deletion message.
The label switching table may be a Label Forwarding
Information Base (LFIB).
[0046] In order to form a complete end-to-end MPLS-
based PW and/or LSP, the PW and/or the LSP needs to
be established at a core segment, and a core segment
label needs to be allocated. For the PW, the core segment
PW and the access segment PW further need to be as-
sociated at the S-PE device; or the PW and/or the LSP
further needs to be deleted at the core segment, and the
core segment label further needs to be deleted. For the
PW, the core segment PW and the access segment PW
further need to be associated or disassociated at the S-
PE device.
[0047] It should be understood by persons of ordinary
skill in the art that the allocation of the core segment label
and the allocation, modification, or deletion of the access
segment label are basically independent of each other,
which therefore may be performed before or after Steps
202 and 204.
[0048] A method for forming the complete end-to-end
MPLS-based PW and/or LSP is described below by tak-
ing a PON as an example.
[0049] Referring to FIG. 3, FIG. 3 is a flow chart of a
corresponding method for managing a network core seg-
ment label when a PW label is allocated, modified, or
deleted for a port according to an embodiment of the
present invention. The method includes:

Step 302: Send a core segment query message to
a first server, in which the core segment query mes-
sage carries port information of the port.

[0050] For example, the first server may be an AAA
server or a policy server. The first server is a server for
querying a core segment AC ID and an egress node ad-
dress in this embodiment of the present invention. An S-
PE device sends the core segment query message to
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the server to request the core segment AC ID and the
egress node address. For example, in the PON, the query
message carries the port information of an OLT port and
that of an ONU port. The port information of the OLT port
and that of the ONU port in the query message may both
be added by an ONU or an OLT alone, or the port infor-
mation of the ONU port and that of the OLT port may be
added by the ONU and the OLT respectively.
[0051] Step 304: Receive a core segment response
message sent by the first server, in which the core seg-
ment response message carries a core segment PE de-
vice address and a core segment AC ID that correspond
to the port.
[0052] The core segment PE device address and the
core segment AC ID that correspond to the OLT port and
the ONU port are queried and found according to the port
information of the OLT port and that of the ONU port. The
S-PE device receives the core segment response mes-
sage sent by the first server. The core segment response
message carries the core segment PE device address
and the core segment AC ID. The core segment response
message may further carry a policy or a profile, and the
policy or the profile is used to provide information about,
such as, a QoS policy and information timing and billing.
[0053] PWs or LSPs in different directions have their
respective core segment AC IDs, so the core segment
response message shall include core segment AC IDs
in two directions; or the core segment response message
is sent twice, and carries a core segment AC ID of one
direction each time. No matter which scheme is adopted,
a direction of the PW or the LSP to which each of the two
AC IDs corresponds needs to be indicated, and a com-
mon practice is to indicate respective corresponding
egress node information of each of the two AC IDs. In
order to indicate a mapping relationship between a core
segment PW and an access segment PW or a mapping
relationship between a core segment LSP and an access
segment LSP, the corresponding OLT port and ONU port
may be carried in the core segment response message.
[0054] The first server responds to the query of the
core segment PE device address and the core segment
AC ID according to a pre-configured mapping relation-
ship between an access segment AC ID and the core
segment PE device address or a pre-configured mapping
relationship between the access segment AC ID and the
core segment AC ID. The egress node information is
used to indicate the direction of the PW or the LSP, and
is usually a PE device address.
[0055] The access segment AC ID corresponds to the
port. The port includes the ONU port and/or the OLT port.
The AC ID may be just the port information, or a logic
number of the port information. If the AC ID is a logic
number of the port information, the first server needs to
pre-configure a mapping relationship between the AC ID
and the port.
[0056] Step 306: Manage a core segment PW to a core
segment PE device , and manage the PW label of the
core segment PW according to the core segment PE de-

vice address and the core segment AC ID.
[0057] In an application scenario of this embodiment
of the present invention, the S-PE device is an edge node,
a BNG, or a metropolitan area convergence node, so the
S-PE device supports a protocol such as T-LDP or BGP.
The S-PE device establishes, modifies, or deletes the
core segment PW with the core segment PE device
through T-LDP or BGP according to the core segment
PE device address and the core segment AC ID, and
allocates, modifies, or deletes PW labels of the core seg-
ment PW in two directions. In this case, PWE3 is sup-
ported on a data plane of the PON access segment with-
out requiring the OLT and the ONU to support protocols
such as RIP, LDP or RSVP, and T-LDP or BGP, and
without increasing device complexity of the OLT and the
ONU.
[0058] In another application scenario of this embodi-
ment of the present invention, the S-PE device is an OLT,
so the OLT needs to be modified to support T-LDP or
BGP. The OLT establishes, modifies, or deletes the core
segment PW with the core segment PE device through
T-LDP or BGP according to the core segment PE device
address and the core segment AC ID, and allocates,
modifies, or deletes PW labels of the core segment PW
in two directions. In this case, the PWE3 is supported on
the data plane of the PON access segment without re-
quiring the ONU to support the protocols such as RIP,
LDP or RSVP, and T-LDP or BGP, and without increasing
the device complexity of the ONU.
[0059] Step 308: Establish, update, or release a map-
ping relationship between the PW label of the core seg-
ment PW and the PW label of the access segment PW.
[0060] For MPLS-based PWE3, in order to form a com-
plete end-to-end MPLS-based PWE3, the core segment
PW and the access segment PW need to be associated
at the S-PE device, so the S-PE establishes, updates,
modifies, or deletes the mapping relationship between
the PW label of the core segment PW and the PW label
of the access segment PW. It should be understood by
persons of ordinary skill in the art that Step 308 shall be
performed after the PW labels are allocated for both the
access segment PW and the core segment PW.
[0061] Referring to FIG. 4, FIG. 4 is a flow chart of a
corresponding method for managing a network core seg-
ment label when a label is allocated for an MPLS tunnel
ID according to an embodiment of the present invention.
The method includes:

Step 402: Send a core segment query message to
a first server, in which the core segment query mes-
sage carries an MPLS tunnel ID.

[0062] For example, the first server may be an AAA
server or a policy server, an S-PE device sends the core
segment query message to the server to request an
egress node address of a core segment MPLS LSP, and
the address is usually an egress PE device address.
[0063] Step 404: Receive a core segment response
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message sent by the first server, in which the core seg-
ment response message carries a core segment PE de-
vice address corresponding to the MPLS tunnel ID.
[0064] The core segment PE device address corre-
sponding to the MPLS tunnel ID is queried and found
according to the MPLS tunnel ID. The S-PE device re-
ceives the core segment response message sent by the
first server. The core segment response message carries
the core segment PE device address. The core segment
response message may further carry a policy or a profile,
and the policy or the profile is used to provide information
about, such as, a QoS policy and information timing and
billing.
[0065] In order to indicate a corresponding relationship
between the MPLS tunnel ID and the egress node ad-
dress, the MPLS tunnel ID in the corresponding core seg-
ment query message may be carried in the core segment
response message.
[0066] The first server responds to the query of the
core segment PE device address according to a pre-con-
figured mapping relationship between the MPLS tunnel
ID and the core segment PE device address.
[0067] Step 406: Manage an MPLS tunnel to a core
segment PE device according to the core segment PE
device address, in which an MPLS tunnel ID of the MPLS
tunnel is the MPLS tunnel ID carried in the core segment
query message.
[0068] In an application scenario of this embodiment
of the present invention, the S-PE device is an edge node,
a BNG, or a metropolitan area convergence node, so the
S-PE device supports a protocol such as LDP or RSVP.
The S-PE device establishes, modifies, or deletes a core
segment MPLS tunnel with the core segment PE device
through LDP or RSVP according to the core segment PE
device address, and allocates, modifies, or deletes the
MPLS label of the core segment MPLS tunnel. In this
case, MPLS is supported on a data plane of a PON ac-
cess segment without requiring an OLT and an ONU to
support protocols such as RIP, LDP or RSVP, and T-LDP
or BGP, and without increasing device complexity of the
OLT and the ONU.
[0069] In another application scenario of this embodi-
ment of the present invention, the S-PE device is an OLT,
so the OLT needs to be modified to support LDP or RSVP.
The OLT establishes, modifies, or deletes the core seg-
ment MPLS tunnel with the core segment PE device
through LDP or RSVP according to the core segment PE
device address. In this case, the MPLS is supported on
the data plane of the PON access segment without re-
quiring the ONU to support the protocols such as RIP,
LDP or RSVP, and T-LDP or BGP, and without increasing
the device complexity of the ONU.
[0070] The first server and the second server may be
two independent physical devices, which communicate
with each other to synchronize association information
of the access segment and the core segment, and may
also be an integrated physical device.
[0071] In this embodiment of the present invention,

tunnel establishment is taken as an example to describe
a label distribution process. It should be understood by
persons of ordinary skill in the art that a method for mod-
ifying or deleting a label is similar to the foregoing man-
agement method, in which a new parameter may be car-
ried in the label management message to indicate a cor-
responding relationship in the message for deleting a la-
bel, a new message may also be defined to instruct the
PE device to delete a label, and the message also adopts
the access network management protocol.
[0072] FIG. 5 is a block diagram of a PE device ac-
cording to an embodiment of the present invention. The
PE device includes a receiving unit 502 and an update
unit 504.
[0073] The receiving unit 502 is configured to receive
a label management message from an S-PE device, in
which the label management message adopts an access
network management protocol, and the label manage-
ment message carries a corresponding relationship be-
tween port information of a port and an MPLS label, or a
corresponding relationship between the port information
of the port and a PW label, or a corresponding relation-
ship between an MPLS tunnel ID of an MPLS tunnel and
the MPLS label.
[0074] The PE device is usually deployed on a user
side. For example, the PE device may be an ONU. The
receiving unit 502 receives a label allocation, modifica-
tion, or deletion message from an OLT. The message
may be sent by the OLT used as the S-PE device, or may
be the label allocation, modification, or deletion message
that is forwarded to the ONU directly or after being proc-
essed correspondingly after the OLT used as a P device
receives the label allocation, modification, or deletion
message sent by an IP edge node, a BNG, or a metro-
politan area convergence node used as the S-PE device.
The label allocation, modification, or deletion message
adopts the access network management protocol, and
the access network management protocol may be an
OMCI protocol, an Ethernet OAM protocol, L2CP, a
TR069 protocol, or an AAA protocol.
[0075] The update unit 504 is configured to update a
forwarding table according to the corresponding relation-
ship.
[0076] In order to enable data of MPLS-based PWE3
on a data plane to be forwarded correctly, the update unit
504 updates the forwarding table according to a label
and port information or an MPLS tunnel ID corresponding
to the label, in which the forwarding table includes an FIB.
[0077] If the label allocation, modification, or deletion
message carries the port information of the port, the up-
dating, by the update unit 504, the forwarding table spe-
cifically includes: associating the label with the port ac-
cording to a mapping relationship between the label and
the port.
[0078] In order that data entering each specified ac-
cess loop or each specified ATM cell, TDM timeslot, ETH
frame, or IP packet entering a network is designated to
a specified FEC, in which the FEC is a coded port (such
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as an ONU port and/or an OLT port) or an AC ID, the
update unit 504 associates the PW label or the MPLS
label with the port according to the mapping relationship
between the label and the port. Therefore, on the data
plane, according to an association relationship between
the PW label or the MPLS label and the port, data entering
a specified ONU port is encapsulated into a frame having
the corresponding PW label or the corresponding MPLS
label, or after a frame having the specified PW label is
decapsulated, data is forwarded by the corresponding
port.
[0079] FIG. 6 is a block diagram of an S-PE device
according to an embodiment of the present invention.
The device includes a first management unit 602 and a
first sending unit 604.
[0080] The first management unit 602 is configured to
manage a PW label of an access segment PW or an
MPLS label of an access segment MPLS tunnel for a port
or an MPLS tunnel, and manage a corresponding rela-
tionship between port information of the port and the
MPLS label, or manage a corresponding relationship be-
tween the port information of the port and the PW label,
or manage a corresponding relationship between an
MPLS tunnel ID of the MPLS tunnel and the MPLS label.
[0081] The first management unit 602 allocates, mod-
ifies, or deletes a label for the port or the MPLS tunnel.
When a label is allocated, modified, or deleted for the
port (such as an ONU port and/or an OLT port), the label
is the PW label of the access segment PW or the MPLS
label. When a label is allocated, modified, or deleted for
the MPLS tunnel, the label is the MPLS label of the access
segment MPLS tunnel.
[0082] When the S-PE device is an IP edge node, a
BNG, or a metropolitan area convergence node, when
allocating, modifying, or deleting the MPLS label for the
MPLS tunnel, the first management unit 602 may allo-
cate, modify, or delete MPLS labels between the S-PE
device and an OLT and between the OLT and an ONU
at the same time, or may only allocate, modify, or delete
the MPLS label between the S-PE device and the OLT,
and the OLT allocates, modifies, or deletes the MPLS
label between the OLT and the ONU.
[0083] The first sending unit 604 is configured to send
a label allocation, modification, or deletion message to a
PE device, in which the label allocation, modification, or
deletion message adopts an access network manage-
ment protocol, the label allocation, modification, or dele-
tion message carries the corresponding relationship, and
the label allocation, modification, or deletion message
enables the PE device to update a forwarding table ac-
cording to the corresponding relationship.
[0084] For example, in a PON, the PE device is the
ONU. When the S-PE device is the OLT, the access net-
work management protocol includes an OMCI protocol,
an Ethernet OAM protocol, L2CP, a TR069 protocol, or
an AAA protocol.
[0085] When the S-PE device is an IP edge node, a
BNG, or a metropolitan area convergence node, the S-

PE device is an upper layer device of the OLT, and the
label allocation, modification, or deletion message needs
to be sent to the ONU through the OLT. The access net-
work management protocol includes L2CP, the TR069
protocol, the Ethernet OAM protocol, or the AAA protocol
because the S-PE device does not support the OMCI
protocol. In this case, the OLT needs to forward the label
allocation, modification, or deletion message to the ONU.
The OLT may directly forward the message to the ONU
after detecting the label allocation, modification, or dele-
tion message, in which the ONU also needs to support
L2CP, the TR069 protocol, or the AAA protocol, and the
OLT may also convert the message into a message of
the OMCI protocol or the Ethernet OAM protocol after
detecting the label allocation, modification, or deletion
message, and the forward the converted message to the
ONU.
[0086] In order to form a complete end-to-end MPLS-
based PW and/or LSP, the PW and/or the LSP needs to
be established, modified, or deleted at a core segment,
and a core segment label needs to be allocated, modified,
or deleted. For the PW, a core segment MPLS-based
PW and an access segment MPLS-based PW further
need to be associated at the S-PE device. Therefore, in
the PON, the device may further include a second send-
ing unit 606, a receiving unit 608, a second management
unit 610, and an update unit 612.
[0087] The second sending unit 606 is configured to
send a core segment query message to a first server.
When the label management message carries the cor-
responding relationship between the port information of
the port and the PW label, the core segment query mes-
sage carries the OLT port and the ONU port. When the
label management message carries the corresponding
relationship between the MPLS tunnel ID of the MPLS
tunnel and the MPLS label, the core segment label re-
quest message carries the MPLS tunnel ID.
[0088] When the label management message carries
the corresponding relationship between the port informa-
tion of the port and the PW label, the second sending
unit 606 sends the core segment query message to the
server to request a core segment AC ID and an egress
node address. Both the OLT port and the ONU port in
the query message may be added by the ONU or the
OLT alone, or the ONU port and the OLT port may be
added by the ONU and the OLT respectively.
[0089] When the label management message carries
the corresponding relationship between the MPLS tunnel
ID of the MPLS tunnel and the MPLS label, the second
sending unit 606 sends the core segment query message
to the server to request an egress node address of a core
segment MPLS LSP, in which the address is usually an
egress PE device address.
[0090] The receiving unit 608 is configured to receive
a core segment response message sent by the first serv-
er. When the label management message carries the
corresponding relationship between the port information
of the port and the PW label, the core segment response
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message carries a core segment PE device address and
core segment AC IDs in two directions corresponding to
the OLT port and the ONU port. When the label manage-
ment message carries the corresponding relationship be-
tween the MPLS tunnel ID of the MPLS tunnel and the
MPLS label, the core segment response message carries
a core segment PE device address corresponding to the
MPLS tunnel ID.
[0091] When the label management message carries
the corresponding relationship between the port informa-
tion of the port and the PW label, the receiving unit 608
receives the core segment response message sent by
the first server. The core segment response message
carries the core segment PE device address and the core
segment AC ID. The core segment response message
may further carry a policy or a profile, and the policy or
the profile is used to provide information about, such as,
a QoS policy and information timing and billing.
[0092] PWs or LSPs in different directions have their
respective core segment AC IDs, so the core segment
response message shall include core segment AC IDs
in two directions, or the receiving unit 608 receives the
core segment response message that is sent twice and
carries a core segment AC ID of one direction each time.
No matter which scheme is adopted, a direction of the
PW or the LSP to which each of the two AC IDs corre-
sponds needs to be indicated, and a common practice
is to indicate respective corresponding egress node in-
formation of each of the two AC IDs.
[0093] In order to indicate a mapping relationship be-
tween a core segment PW and an access segment PW
or a mapping relationship between a core segment LSP
and an access segment LSP, the corresponding OLT
port and ONU port may be carried in the core segment
response message.
[0094] The access segment AC ID corresponds to the
port. The port includes the ONU port and/or the OLT port.
The AC ID may be just the port information, or a logic
number of the port information. If the AC ID is a logic
number of the port information, the first server needs to
pre-configure a mapping relationship between the AC ID
and the port.
[0095] When the label management message carries
the corresponding relationship between the MPLS tunnel
ID of the MPLS tunnel and the MPLS label, the receiving
unit 608 receives the core segment response message
sent by the first server. The core segment response mes-
sage carries the core segment PE device address. The
core segment response message may further carry a pol-
icy or a profile, and the policy or the profile is used to
provide information about, such as, a QoS policy and
informationtiming and billing.
[0096] The second management unit 610 is configured
to manage a core segment PW to a core segment PE
device according to the core segment PE device address
and the core segment AC IDs in the two directions, and
manage a PW label of the core segment PW when the
label management message carries the corresponding

relationship between the port information of the port and
the PW label; and manage an MPLS tunnel to the core
segment PE device according to the core segment PE
device address when the label management message
carries the corresponding relationship between the
MPLS tunnel ID of the MPLS tunnel and the MPLS label.
An MPLS tunnel ID of the MPLS tunnel is the MPLS tunnel
ID carried in the core segment query message.
[0097] In an application scenario of this embodiment
of the present invention, the S-PE device is an edge node,
a BNG, or a metropolitan area convergence node, so the
S-PE device supports protocols such as T-LDP or BGP
and LDP or RSVP. When the label allocation, modifica-
tion, or deletion message carries the corresponding re-
lationship between the port information of the port and
the PW label, the second management unit 610 estab-
lishes, modifies, or deletes the core segment PW with
the core segment PE device through T-LDP or BGP ac-
cording to the core segment PE device address and the
core segment AC ID, and allocates, modifies, or deletes
PW labels of the core segment PW in two directions.
When the label allocation, modification, or deletion mes-
sage carries the corresponding relationship between the
MPLS tunnel ID of the MPLS tunnel and the MPLS label,
the second management unit 610 establishes, modifies,
or deletes the core segment MPLS tunnel with the core
segment PE device through LDP or RSVP according to
the core segment PE device address, and allocates,
modifies, or deletes the MPLS label of the core segment
MPLS tunnel. In this case, PWE3 is supported on a data
plane of a PON access segment without requiring the
OLT and the ONU to support the protocols such as RIP,
LDP or RSVP, and T-LDP or BGP, and without increasing
device complexity of the OLT and the ONU.
[0098] In another application scenario of this embodi-
ment of the present invention, the S-PE device is an OLT,
so the OLT needs to be modified to support T-LDP or
BGP and LDP or RSVP. When the label allocation, mod-
ification, or deletion message carries the corresponding
relationship between the port information of the port and
the PW label, the second management unit 610 estab-
lishes, modifies, or deletes the core segment PW with
the core segment PE device through T-LDP or BGP ac-
cording to the core segment PE device address and the
core segment AC ID, and allocates, modifies, or deletes
the PW labels of the core segment PW in the two direc-
tions. When the label allocation, modification, or deletion
message carries the corresponding relationship between
the MPLS tunnel ID of the MPLS tunnel and the MPLS
label, the second management unit 610 establishes,
modifies, or deletes the core segment MPLS tunnel with
the core segment PE device through LDP or RSVP ac-
cording to the core segment PE device address, and al-
locates, modifies, or deletes the MPLS label of the core
segment MPLS tunnel. In this case, the PWE3 is sup-
ported on the data plane of the PON access segment
without requiring the ONU to support the protocols such
as RIP, LDP or RSVP, and T-LDP or BGP, and without
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increasing the device complexity of the ONU.
[0099] The update unit 612 is configured to establish,
delete, update or modify a mapping relationship between
the PW label of the core segment PW and the PW label
of the access segment PW when the label allocation,
modification, or deletion message carries the corre-
sponding relationship between the port information of the
port and the PW label.
[0100] FIG. 7 is a block diagram of an access system
of an access network according to an embodiment of the
present invention. The system includes an S-PE device
704 and at least one PE device 702.
[0101] The PE device 702 is configured to receive a
label management message from the S-PE device 704,
in which the label management message adopts an ac-
cess network management protocol, and the label man-
agement message carries a corresponding relationship
between port information of a port and an MPLS label,
or a corresponding relationship between the port infor-
mation of the port and a PW label, or a corresponding
relationship between an MPLS tunnel ID of an MPLS
tunnel and the MPLS label, and update a forwarding table
according to the corresponding relationship.
[0102] For example, in a PON, the PE device is an
ONU.
[0103] The ONU receives the label management mes-
sage from the S-PE device 704, in which the label man-
agement message adopts the access network manage-
ment protocol, and the access network management pro-
tocol may be an OMCI protocol, an Ethernet OAM pro-
tocol, L2CP, a TR069 protocol, or an AAA protocol.
[0104] In order to enable data of MPLS-based PWE3
on a data plane to be forwarded correctly, the ONU up-
dates the forwarding table according to a label and port
information or an MPLS tunnel ID corresponding to the
label, in which the forwarding table includes an FIB.
[0105] If the label is a PW label, in order that data en-
tering each specified access loop, or each specified ATM
cell, TDM timeslot, ETH frame, or IP packet entering a
network is designated to a specified FEC, in which the
FEC is coded to be a PW label, the ONU associates the
PW label with an ONU port according to a mapping re-
lationship between the label and the ONU port. There-
fore, on the data plane, according to an association re-
lationship between the PW label and the ONU port, data
entering a specified ONU port is encapsulated into a
frame having the corresponding PW label, or after a
frame having the specified PW label is decapsulated, da-
ta is forwarded by the corresponding ONU port.
[0106] The S-PE device 704 is configured to manage
a PW label of an access segment PW or an MPLS label
of an access segment MPLS tunnel for the port or the
MPLS tunnel, and send the label management message
to the PE device 702.
[0107] The S-PE device 704 allocates, modifies, or de-
letes a label for the port information or the MPLS tunnel
ID. When a label is allocated, modified, or deleted for the
port, the label is the PW label of the access segment PW

or the MPLS label. When a label is allocated, modified,
or deleted for the MPLS tunnel, the label is the MPLS
label of the access segment MPLS tunnel.
[0108] Specific application scenarios of this embodi-
ment of the present invention are described below with
reference to FIG. 9 to FIG. 25.
[0109] FIG. 9 is a schematic diagram of a network sup-
porting PWE3 at a PON access segment. When an im-
plementation scheme of supporting the PWE3 at the
PON access segment as shown in FIG. 9 is adopted, in
order to support the PWE3 at the PON access segment,
all ONUs and OLTs need to upgrade a control plane to
Layer 3, and support a routing protocol (for example,
Routing Information Protocol version 2 (RIPv2)), an
MPLS LDP (for example, LDP/RSVP), and a PW LDP
(for example, T-LDPBGP), which causes high complex-
ity, high cost, and poor scalability to an ONU and an OLT.
[0110] FIG. 10 is a schematic diagram of a network
supporting PWE3 at a PON access segment in a specific
application scenario according to an embodiment of the
present invention. In this specific application scenario, a
PE device is an ONU, and an S-PE device is an OLT. A
PON mobile bearer network is divided into an access
segment and a core segment, in which a part from the
ONU to the OLT is the access segment, and a part from
the OLT to the PE device that is on the other side and
connected to an RNC is the core segment.
[0111] The PON access segment may adopt a non-
routing protocol, for example, a configuration protocol
specific to an access network is adopted to perform label
management (for example, allocation, modification, or
deletion of a label), so as to implement management (for
example, establishment and deletion of an LSP or a PW)
on an MPLS LSP or PW of the access network, thereby
reducing complexity of an access device, especially the
complexity of the ONU. For example, one MPLS label
and/or PW label or a set of MPLS labels and/or PW labels
is allocated for the ONU by the OLT through L2CP (AN-
CP), an OMCI protocol, or an Ethernet OAM protocol, or
by a server via the OLT through a TR069 protocol or an
AAA protocol. In this way, the PWE3 is supported on a
data plane of the PON access segment without increas-
ing the device complexity of the ONU and with a slight
change of a configuration of the ONU.
[0112] FIG. 11 is a schematic diagram of a network
supporting PWE3 at a PON access segment in another
specific application scenario according to an embodi-
ment of the present invention. In this specific application
scenario, a PE device is an ONU, an OLT is a P device,
and an S-PE device is behind the OLT (for example, an
IP edge node). A PON mobile bearer network is divided
into an access segment and a core segment, in which a
part from the ONU to the S-PE is the access segment,
and a part from the S-PE to the PE device that is on the
other side and connected to an RNC is the core segment.
[0113] The access segment may adopt a non-routing
protocol, for example, a configuration protocol specific
to an access network is adopted to perform label man-
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agement (for example, allocation, modification, or dele-
tion of a label), so as to implement management (for ex-
ample, establishment and deletion of an LSP or a PW)
on an MPLS LSP or PW of the access network, thereby
reducing complexity of an access device, especially the
complexity of the ONU. For example, a PW label is allo-
cated for the ONU by the OLT through L2CP (ANCP), an
OMCI protocol, or an Ethernet OAM protocol, or by a
server via the OLT through a TR069 protocol or an AAA
protocol, and an MPLS label is allocated by the IP edge
node (for example, a BNG) through L2CP (ANCP) or by
a server via the IP edge node through the TR069/AAA
protocol for the ONU and the OLT used as the P device.
In this way, the PWE3 is supported on a data plane of
the PON access segment without increasing the device
complexity of the ONU and the OLT, and with a slight
change of configurations of the ONU and the OLT.
[0114] A specific application scenario of the embodi-
ment of the present invention is described below with
reference to FIG. 12, in which an access segment and a
core segment are separated by an S-PE.
[0115] FIG. 12 is a schematic diagram of a method for
managing a PW label of a PON in a specific application
scenario according to an embodiment of the present in-
vention. In this application scenario, an OLT is an S-PE
device. Taking an ONU port as an example, the method
includes:

Step 1202: An ONU sends a label request message
to the OLT. A protocol of the label request message
may be an OMCI protocol, an Ethernet OAM proto-
col, L2CP, a TR069 protocol, or an AAA protocol.
The label request message carries one ONU port or
a set of ONU ports to request allocation of one PW
label or a set of PW labels corresponding to the ONU
port. When the OLT takes the initiative to perform
label allocation, Step 1202 may be omitted.
Step 1204: The OLT allocates one PW label or a set
of PW labels for the ONU port. If the PW label is
unidirectional, a PW label from the ONU to the OLT
and a PW label from the OLT to the ONU that cor-
respond to the ONU port are allocated.
Step 1206: The OLT sends a label management
message to the ONU. A protocol of the label man-
agement message may be the OMCI protocol, the
Ethernet OAM protocol, L2CP, the TR069 protocol,
or the AAA protocol. The label management mes-
sage carries the ONU port and a corresponding PW
label.
Step 1208: The ONU updates a forwarding table ac-
cording to the ONU port and the allocated PW label.
The updating the forwarding table specifically in-
cludes associating the PW label with the ONU port.

[0116] Another specific application scenario of the em-
bodiment of the present invention is described below with
reference to FIG. 13.
[0117] FIG. 13 is a schematic diagram of a method for

managing a PW label of a PON in another specific ap-
plication scenario according to an embodiment of the
present invention. In this application scenario, an S-PE
device is an OLT. The method includes:

Step 1302: An ONU sends a label request message
to an OLT. A protocol of the label request message
may be an OMCI protocol, an Ethernet OAM proto-
col, L2CP, a TR069 protocol, or an AAA protocol.
The label request message carries one ONU port or
a set of ONU ports and egress node information. In
this case, an egress node is the OLT, that is, a PW
label from the ONU to the OLT is requested to be
allocated. When the OLT takes the initiative to per-
form label allocation, Step 1302 may be omitted.
Step 1304: The OLT allocates one PW label or a set
of PW labels from the ONU to the OLT for the ONU
port.
Step 1306: The OLT sends a label management
message to the ONU. A protocol of the label man-
agement message may be the OMCI protocol, the
Ethernet OAM protocol, L2CP, the TR069 protocol,
or the AAA protocol. The label management mes-
sage carries the ONU port and the PW label from
the ONU to the OLT.
Step 1308: The ONU updates a forwarding table ac-
cording to the ONU port and the PW label. The up-
dating the forwarding table specifically includes as-
sociating the PW label from the ONU to the OLT with
the ONU port.
Step 1310: The OLT allocates one PW label or a set
of PW labels from the OLT to the ONU for the ONU
port.
Step 1312: The OLT sends a label management
message to the ONU. A protocol of the label man-
agement message may be the OMCI protocol, the
Ethernet OAM protocol, L2CP, the TR069 protocol,
or the AAA protocol. The label management mes-
sage carries the ONU port and the PW label from
the OLT to the ONU.
Step 1314: The ONU updates the forwarding table
according to the ONU port and the PW label. The
updating the forwarding table specifically includes
associating the PW label from the OLT to the ONU
with the ONU port.
Still another specific application scenario of the em-
bodiment of the present invention is described below
with reference to FIG. 14.

[0118] FIG. 14 is a schematic diagram of a method for
managing a PW label of a PON in still another specific
application scenario according to an embodiment of the
present invention. In this application scenario, an S-PE
device is an OLT. The method includes:

Step 1402: An ONU sends a label request message
to an OLT. A protocol of the label request message
may be an OMCI, an Ethernet OAM protocol, L2CP,
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a TR069 protocol, or an AAA protocol. The label re-
quest message carries an ONU port. When the OLT
takes the initiative to perform label allocation, Step
1402 may be omitted.
Step 1404: The OLT allocates a PW label for the
ONU port.
Step 1406: The OLT sends a label management
message to the ONU. A protocol of the label man-
agement message may be the OMCI protocol, the
Ethernet OAM protocol, L2CP, the TR069 protocol,
or the AAA protocol. The label management mes-
sage carries the ONU port and the PW label.
Step 1408: The ONU updates a forwarding table ac-
cording to the ONU port and the PW label. The up-
dating the forwarding table specifically includes as-
sociating the PW label with the ONU port.
Step 1412: A server pre-configures a mapping rela-
tionship between an AC ID and the ONU port. If the
AC ID is just port information rather than a logic
number of the port information, Step 1412 may be
omitted.
Step 1414: If the AC ID is a logic number of the port
information, pre-configured, in the server, a mapping
relationship between an access segment AC ID and
a core segment AC ID. If the AC ID is just the port
information, directly pre-configured, in the server, a
mapping relationship between the core segment AC
ID and access segment port information.
Step 1416: The OLT sends a core segment query
message to the server, in which the core segment
query message carries an OLT port and the ONU
port.
Step 1418: The server sends a core segment re-
sponse message to the OLT, in which the core seg-
ment response message carries a core segment PE
device address and a core segment AC ID that cor-
respond to the OLT port and the ONU port and are
queried and found according to the OLT port and the
ONU port.

[0119] In Steps 1416 to 1418, the OLT simultaneously
queries, on the server, for example, an AAA server or a
policy server, configuration information of a PW of a core
segment in two directions (a direction from the ONU to
the OLT of the access segment and a direction from the
OLT to the ONU of the access segment) interconnected
to a PW of the access segment in two directions (the
direction from the ONU to the OLT of the access segment
and the direction from the OLT to the ONU of the access
segment), for example, an egress node address of the
core segment PW and a policy or a profile corresponding
to the core segment AC ID and/or the access segment
AC ID, according to information about the ONU port and
that about the OLT port.
[0120] For example, the core segment query message
and the core segment response message may adopt an
Access Request message and an Access Accept mes-
sage of a RADIUS protocol respectively, or adopt a Di-

ameter protocol (a type of AAA protocol) or a Common
Open Policy Service (COPS) protocol.
[0121] Step 1420: Establish a PW from the OLT to a
core segment PE through T-LDPBGP according to the
core segment PE device address and the core segment
AC ID, and allocate a PW label of the PW.
[0122] Step 1422: Establish a PW from the core seg-
ment PE to the OLT through T-LDP/BGP according to
the core segment PE device address and the core seg-
ment AC ID, and allocate a PW label of the PW.
[0123] Step 1424: The OLT establishes or updates a
mapping relationship between the PW label of the access
segment PW and the PW label of the core segment PW.
[0124] It should be understood by persons of ordinary
skill in the art that Steps 1402 to 1408 relate to allocation
of the PW label of the access segment PW, and Steps
1412 to 1422 relate to allocation of the PW label of the
core segment PW. The allocation of the PW label of the
access segment PW and the allocation of the PW label
of the core segment PW are independent of each other,
and FIG. 14 shows only a possible sequence.
[0125] When the allocation of the PW label of the core
segment PW is performed before the allocation of the
PW label of the access segment PW, the allocation of
the PW label of the access segment PW may be triggered
by the allocation of the PW label of the core segment
PW, the allocation of the PW label of the access segment
PW does not need to be triggered by the label request
message. For the specific process, refer to FIG. 26.
[0126] FIG. 26 is a schematic diagram of a method for
managing a PW label of a PON in a specific application
scenario according to an embodiment of the present in-
vention. In this application scenario, an S-PE device is
an OLT. The method includes:

Step 2602: Manage a core segment PW through T-
LDP or BGP. For example, establish a PW from an
OLT to a core segment PE, and allocate a PW label
of the PW.
Step 2604: Manage a core segment PW through T-
LDP or BGP. For example, establish a PW from the
core segment PE to the OLT, and allocate a PW label
of the PW.
Step 2606: A server pre-configures a mapping rela-
tionship between an AC ID or a PW ID and a port. If
the AC ID is just port information rather than a logic
number of the port information, Step 2606 may be
omitted.
Step 2608: If the AC ID or the PW ID is a logic number
of the port information, pre-configured, in the server,
a mapping relationship between an access segment
AC ID and a core segment AC ID or between an
access segment PW ID and a core segment PW ID.
If the AC ID is just the port information, directly pre-
configured, in the server, a mapping relationship be-
tween the core segment AC ID and access segment
port information.
Step 2610: The management of the core segment
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PW triggers management of an access segment PW,
and triggers the OLT to send an access segment
query message to the server, in which the access
segment query message carries the core segment
AC ID or PW ID.
Step 2612: The server sends an access segment
response message to the OLT, in which the access
segment response message carries an access seg-
ment OLT port and/or ONU port corresponding to
the core segment AC ID or PW ID and an address
of an access segment PE device (for example, an
ONU) corresponding to the core segment AC ID or
PW ID that are queried according to the core seg-
ment AC ID or PW ID.

[0127] In Steps 2610 to 2612, the OLT queries, on the
server, for example, an AAA server or a policy server,
configuration information of a PW of an access segment
in two directions (a direction from ONU to the OLT of the
access segment and a direction from the OLT to the ONU
of the access segment) interconnected to a PW of a core
segment in two directions, for example, an egress node
address of the access segment PW, the access segment
AC ID or PW ID, and/or a policy or a profile corresponding
to the access segment AC ID or PW ID, according to
information about the core segment AC ID or PW ID.
When the server and the OLT co-exist, Steps 2610 to
2612 may be simplified so that the access segment OLT
port and/or ONU port corresponding to the core segment
AC ID or PW ID and the address of the access segment
PE device (for example, the ONU) corresponding to the
core segment AC ID or PW ID are acquired within the
device.
[0128] Step 2614: The management of the core seg-
ment PW triggers the management of the access seg-
ment PW, for example, establishment of the access seg-
ment PW and allocation of the PW label by the OLT for
the ONU port.
[0129] Step 2616: The OLT sends a label management
message to the ONU. A protocol of the label management
message may be an OMCI protocol, an Ethernet OAM
protocol, L2CP, a TR069 protocol, or an AAA protocol.
The label management message carries the ONU port
and the PW label.
[0130] Step 2618: The ONU updates a forwarding ta-
ble according to the ONU port and the PW label. The
updating the forwarding table specifically includes asso-
ciating the PW label with the ONU port.
[0131] Step 2620: The OLT establishes or updates a
mapping relationship between the PW label of the access
segment PW and the PW label of the core segment PW.
[0132] Another specific application scenario of the em-
bodiment of the present invention is described below with
reference to FIG. 15.
[0133] FIG. 15 is a schematic diagram of a method for
managing a PW label of a PON in another specific ap-
plication scenario according to an embodiment of the
present invention. In this application scenario, an S-PE

device is an OLT. The method includes:

Step 1502: An ONU sends a label request message
to an OLT. A protocol of the label request message
may be an OMCI protocol, an Ethernet OAM proto-
col, L2CP, a TR069 protocol, or an AAA protocol.
The label request message carries an ONU port and
egress node information. In this case, the egress
node information is the OLT, that is, a PW label from
the ONU to the OLT is requested to be allocated.
When the OLT takes the initiative to perform label
allocation, Step 1502 may be omitted.

[0134] Step 1504: The OLT allocates the PW label
from the ONU to the OLT for the ONU port.
[0135] Step 1506: The OLT sends a label management
message to the ONU. A protocol of the label management
message may be the OMCI protocol, the Ethernet OAM
protocol, L2CP, the TR069 protocol, or the AAA protocol.
The label management message carries the ONU port
and the PW label from the ONU to the OLT.
[0136] Step 1508: The ONU updates a forwarding ta-
ble according to the ONU port and the PW label. The
updating the forwarding table specifically includes asso-
ciating the PW label from the ONU to the OLT with the
ONU port.
[0137] Step 1512: A server pre-configures a mapping
relationship between an AC ID and a port. If the AC ID
is just port information rather than a logic number of the
port information, Step 1512 may be omitted.
[0138] Step 1514: If the AC ID is a logic number of the
"port" information, pre-configured, in the server, a map-
ping relationship between an access segment AC ID and
a core segment AC ID. If the AC ID is just the "port" in-
formation, directly pre-configured, in the server, a map-
ping relationship between the core segment AC ID and
access segment "port" information.
[0139] Step 1516: The OLT sends a core segment que-
ry message to the server, in which the core segment que-
ry message carries an OLT port, the ONU port, and the
egress node information (indicating a direction). In this
case, the egress node information is the OLT, that is,
configuration information of a core segment PW that cor-
responds to the PW from the ONU to the OLT of the
access segment and is requested to be allocated.
[0140] Step 1518: The server sends a core segment
response message to the OLT, in which the core segment
response message carries a corresponding core seg-
ment PE device address and a corresponding core seg-
ment AC ID that are queried according to the OLT port,
the ONU port, and the egress node information.
[0141] Step 1520: Establish a PW from the OLT to a
core segment PE through T-LDP/BGP according to the
core segment PE device address and the core segment
AC ID, and allocate a PW label of the PW.
[0142] Step 1522: The OLT establishes or updates a
mapping relationship between an access segment PW
label of the PW from the ONU to the OLT and a core
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segment PW label of the PW from the OLT to the core
segment PE, so as to support uplink (a direction from PE
1 to the ONU) PW switching.
[0143] Step 1532: The OLT allocates a PW label from
the OLT to the ONU for the ONU port.
[0144] Step 1534: The OLT sends a label management
message to the ONU. A protocol of the label management
message may be the OMCI protocol, the Ethernet OAM
protocol, L2CP, the TR069 protocol, or the AAA protocol.
The label management message carries the ONU port
and the PW label from the OLT to the ONU.
[0145] Step 1536: The ONU updates the forwarding
table according to the ONU port and the PW label. The
updating the forwarding table specifically includes asso-
ciating the PW label from the OLT to the ONU with the
ONU port.
[0146] Step 1542: The OLT sends a core segment que-
ry message to the server, in which the core segment que-
ry message carries the OLT port, the ONU port, and the
egress node information (indicating a direction). In this
case, the egress node information is the ONU, that is,
configuration information of a core segment PW that cor-
responds to the PW from the OLT to the ONU of the
access segment and is requested to be allocated.
[0147] Step 1544: The server sends a core segment
response message to the OLT, in which the core segment
response message carries a corresponding core seg-
ment AC ID queried according to the OLT port, the ONU
port, and the egress node information.
[0148] Step 1546: Establish a PW from the core seg-
ment PE to the OLT through T-LDP/BGP according to
the core segment PE device address and the core seg-
ment AC ID, and allocate a PW label of the PW.
[0149] Step 1548: The OLT establishes or updates a
mapping relationship between an access segment PW
label of the PW from the OLT to the ONU and a core
segment PW label of the PW from the core segment PE
to the OLT, so as to support downlink (a direction from
the ONU to PE 1) PW switching.
[0150] In Steps 1516 to 1518 and Steps 1542 to 1544,
the OLT respectively queries, on the server (for example,
an AAA server or a policy server), configuration informa-
tion of a PW from the OLT to PE 1 of the core segment
interconnected to the PW from the ONU to the OLT of
the access segment, and configuration information of the
PW from PE 1 to the OLT of the core segment intercon-
nected to the PW from the OLT to the ONU of the access
segment, for example, an egress node address of the
core segment PW, the core segment AC ID and/or a pol-
icy or a profile that corresponds to the access segment
AC ID, according to information about the ONU port and
that about the OLT port.
[0151] The query message carries "egress node: OLT"
to indicate a direction from the ONU to the OLT of the
access segment, and carries "egress node: ONU" to in-
dicate a direction from the OLT to the ONU of the access
segment.
[0152] The response message carries the core seg-

ment AC ID and/or the egress node address correspond-
ing to the ONU port and the OLT port of the access seg-
ment, for example, an AC ID 1 from the OLT to PE 1 of
the core segment and an address of the egress node PE
1, or an AC ID 2 from PE 1 to the OLT of the core segment
and an address of the egress node OLT.
[0153] It should be understood by persons of ordinary
skill in the art that Steps 1502 to 1508 relate to allocation
of the PW label of the access segment PW from the ONU
to the OLT, and Steps 1512 to 1520 relate to allocation
of the PW label of the core segment PW from the OLT
to the core segment PE. The allocation of the PW label
of the access segment PW from the ONU to the OLT and
the allocation of the PW label of the core segment PW
from the OLT to the core segment PE are independent
of each other, and FIG. 15 shows only a possible se-
quence. Steps 1532 to 1536 relate to allocation of the
PW label of the access segment PW from the OLT to the
ONU, and Steps 1542 to 1548 relate to allocation of the
PW label of the core segment PW from the core segment
PE to the OLT. The allocation of the PW label of the
access segment PW from the OLT to the ONU and the
allocation of the PW label of the core segment PW from
the core segment PE to the OLT are independent of each
other, and FIG. 15 shows only a possible sequence.
[0154] Still another specific application scenario of the
embodiment of the present invention is described below
with reference to FIG. 16.
[0155] FIG. 16 is a schematic diagram of a method for
managing an MPLS label of a PON in still another specific
application scenario according to an embodiment of the
present invention. In this application scenario, an S-PE
device is an OLT. The method includes:

Step 1602: An ONU sends a label request message
to an OLT. A protocol of the label request message
may be an OMCI protocol, an Ethernet OAM proto-
col, L2CP, a TR069 protocol, or an AAA protocol.
The label request message carries one MPLS tunnel
ID or a set of MPLS tunnel IDs to request allocation
of one MPLS label or a set of MPLS labels corre-
sponding to the MPLS tunnel ID. When the OLT
takes the initiative to perform label allocation, Step
1602 may be omitted.
Step 1604: The OLT allocates one MPLS label or a
set of MPLS labels for the MPLS tunnel ID.
Step 1606: The OLT sends a label management
message to the ONU. A protocol of the label man-
agement message may be the OMCI protocol, the
Ethernet OAM protocol, L2CP, the TR069 protocol,
or the AAA protocol. The label management mes-
sage carries the MPLS tunnel ID and the correspond-
ing MPLS label. If the MPLS tunnel is unidirectional,
an MPLS label from the ONU to the OLT correspond-
ing to an MPLS tunnel ID 1 and an MPLS label from
the OLT to the ONU corresponding to an MPLS tun-
nel ID 2 are allocated.
Step 1608: The ONU updates a forwarding table ac-
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cording to the MPLS tunnel ID and the MPLS label.

[0156] Another specific application scenario of the em-
bodiment of the present invention is described below with
reference to FIG. 16.
[0157] FIG. 17 is a schematic diagram of a method for
managing an MPLS label of a PON in another specific
application scenario according to an embodiment of the
present invention. In this application scenario, an S-PE
device is an OLT. The method includes:

Step 1702: An ONU sends a label request message
to an OLT. A protocol of the label request message
may be an OMCI protocol, an Ethernet OAM proto-
col, L2CP, a TR069 protocol, or an AAA protocol.
The label request message may carry egress node
information to indicate a direction. For example, the
egress node information is the OLT, that is, an MPLS
label from the ONU to the OLT is requested to be
allocated. When the OLT takes the initiative to per-
form label allocation, Step 1702 may be omitted.
Step 1704: The OLT allocates one MPLS label or a
set of MPLS labels from the ONU to the OLT for an
MPLS tunnel ID 1.
Step 1706: The OLT sends a label management
message to the ONU. A protocol of the label man-
agement message may be the OMCI protocol, the
Ethernet OAM protocol, L2CP, the TR069 protocol,
or the AAA protocol. The label management mes-
sage carries the MPLS tunnel ID 1 and the corre-
sponding MPLS label from the ONU to the OLT.
Step 1708: The ONU updates a forwarding table ac-
cording to the MPLS tunnel ID 1 and the MPLS label
from the ONU to the OLT.
Step 1710: The OLT allocates one MPLS label or a
set of MPLS labels from the OLT to the ONU for an
MPLS tunnel ID 2.
Step 1712: The OLT sends a label management
message to the ONU. A protocol of the label man-
agement message may be the OMCI protocol, the
Ethernet OAM protocol, L2CP, the TR069 protocol,
or the AAA protocol. The label management mes-
sage carries the MPLS tunnel ID 2 and the MPLS
label from the OLT to the ONU.
Step 1714: The ONU updates the forwarding table
according to the MPLS tunnel ID 2 and the MPLS
label from the OLT to the ONU.
Still another specific application scenario of the em-
bodiment of the present invention is described below
with reference to FIG. 18.

[0158] FIG. 18 is a schematic diagram of a method for
managing an MPLS label of a PON in still another specific
application scenario according to an embodiment of the
present invention. In this application scenario, an S-PE
device is an OLT. The method includes:

Step 1802: An ONU sends a label request message

to an OLT. A protocol of the label request message
may be an OMCI protocol, an Ethernet OAM proto-
col, L2CP, a TR069 protocol, or an AAA protocol.
The label request message carries one MPLS tunnel
ID or a set of MPLS tunnel IDs to request allocation
of one MPLS label or a set of MPLS labels corre-
sponding to the MPLS tunnel ID. When the OLT
takes the initiative to perform label allocation, Step
1802 may be omitted.
Step 1804: The OLT allocates one MPLS label or a
set of MPLS labels for the MPLS tunnel ID.
Step 1806: The OLT sends a label management
message to the ONU. A protocol of the label man-
agement message may be the OMCI protocol, the
Ethernet OAM protocol, L2CP, the TR069 protocol,
or the AAA protocol. The label management mes-
sage carries the MPLS tunnel ID and the correspond-
ing MPLS label. If the MPLS tunnel is unidirectional,
an MPLS label from the ONU to the OLT correspond-
ing to an MPLS tunnel ID 1 and an MPLS label from
the OLT to the ONU corresponding to an MPLS tun-
nel ID 2 are allocated.
Step 1808: The ONU updates a forwarding table ac-
cording to the MPLS tunnel ID and the MPLS label.
Step 1812: Pre-configure a mapping relationship be-
tween an access segment MPLS tunnel ID and an
egress node address of a core segment LSP. The
egress node address is usually a PE device address.
Step 1814: The OLT sends a core segment query
message to a server, in which the core segment que-
ry message carries the MPLS tunnel ID.
Step 1816: The server sends a core segment re-
sponse message to the OLT, in which the core seg-
ment response message carries a corresponding
core segment PE device address that is queried and
found according to the MPLS tunnel ID.
Step 1818: Establish an MPLS tunnel from the OLT
to a core segment PE through LDP/RSVP according
to the queried and found corresponding core seg-
ment PE device address.
Step 1820: Establish an MPLS tunnel from the core
segment PE to the OLT through LDP/RSVP accord-
ing to the queried and found corresponding core seg-
ment PE device address.

[0159] In Steps 1814 to 1816, the OLT simultaneously
queries, on the server (for example, an AAA server or a
policy server), configuration information of an LSP of a
core segment in two directions (a direction from the ONU
to the OLT of an access segment and a direction from
the OLT to the ONU of the access segment) intercon-
nected to an LSP of the access segment in two directions
(the direction from the ONU to the OLT of the access
segment and the direction from the OLT to the ONU of
the access segment), for example, an egress node ad-
dress of the core segment LSP and/or a policy or a profile
that corresponds to the access segment MPLS tunnel
ID, according to the access segment MPLS tunnel ID.
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[0160] The query message and the response message
in FIG. 18 may adopt an Access Request message and
an Access Accept message of a RADIUS protocol, or
adopt a protocol such as a Diameter protocol or a COPS
protocol. The response message carries the egress node
address of the core segment LSP, for example, an ad-
dress of an egress node PE 1 of an LSP from the OLT
to PE 1 of the core segment and an address of an egress
node OLT of an LSP from PE 1 to the OLT of the core
segment.
[0161] It should be understood by persons of ordinary
skill in the art that Steps 1802 to 1808 relate to allocation
of an access segment MPLS label, and Steps 1812 to
1820 relate to allocation of a core segment MPLS label.
The allocation of the access segment MPLS label and
the allocation of the core segment MPLS label are inde-
pendent of each other, and FIG. 18 shows only a possible
sequence.
[0162] When the allocation of the core segment MPLS
label is performed before the allocation of the access
segment MPLS label, the allocation of the access seg-
ment MPLS label may be triggered by the allocation of
the core segment MPLS label, and in this case the allo-
cation of the PW label of the access segment PW does
not need to be triggered by the label request message.
For the specific process, refer to FIG. 27.
[0163] FIG. 27 is a schematic diagram of a method for
managing an MPLS label of a PON in a specific applica-
tion scenario according to an embodiment of the present
invention. In this application scenario, an S-PE device is
an OLT. The method includes:

Step 2702: Establish an MPLS tunnel from an OLT
to a core segment PE through LDP or RSVP.
Step 2704: Establish an MPLS tunnel from the core
segment PE to the OLT through LDP or RSVP.
Step 2706: Pre-configured a mapping relationship
between a core segment MPLS tunnel ID and an
egress node address of an access segment LSP.
The egress node address is usually a PE device ad-
dress.
Step 2708: Establishment of a core segment MPLS
tunnel triggers the OLT to send a core segment query
message to a server, in which the core segment que-
ry message carries the core segment MPLS tunnel
ID.
Step 2710: The server sends an access segment
response message to the OLT, in which the access
segment response message carries an address of
a corresponding access segment PE device (for ex-
ample, an ONU) queried and found according to the
MPLS tunnel ID, and/or an access segment MPLS
tunnel ID.

[0164] In Steps 2708 to 2710, the OLT queries, on the
server (for example, an AAA server or a policy server),
configuration information of an LSP of an access seg-
ment in two directions (a direction from the ONU to the

OLT of the access segment and a direction from the OLT
to the ONU of the access segment) interconnected to an
LSP of a core segment in two directions, for example, an
egress node address of the access segment LSP and/or
the access segment MPLS tunnel ID, according to the
core segment MPLS tunnel ID. When the server and the
OLT co-exist, Steps 2708 to 2710 may be simplified so
that the address of the access segment PE device (for
example, the ONU) corresponding to the MPLS tunnel
ID is acquired within the device.
[0165] Step 2712: The establishment of the core seg-
ment MPLS tunnel triggers establishment of an access
segment MPLS tunnel. The OLT allocates one MPLS
label or a set of MPLS labels for the access segment
MPLS tunnel ID.
[0166] Step 2714: The OLT sends a label management
message to the ONU. A protocol of the label management
message may be an OMCI protocol, an Ethernet OAM
protocol, L2CP, a TR069 protocol, or an AAA protocol.
The label management message carries the access seg-
ment MPLS tunnel ID and the corresponding MPLS label.
If the MPLS tunnel is unidirectional, an MPLS label from
the ONU to the OLT corresponding to an access segment
MPLS tunnel ID 1 and an MPLS label from the OLT to
the ONU corresponding to an access segment MPLS
tunnel ID 2 are allocated.
[0167] Step 2716: The ONU updates a forwarding ta-
ble according to the MPLS tunnel ID and the MPLS label.
[0168] Another specific application scenario of the em-
bodiment of the present invention is described below with
reference to FIG. 19, in which an access segment and a
core segment are separated by an S-PE.
[0169] FIG. 19 is a schematic diagram of a method for
managing a PW label of a PON in another specific ap-
plication scenario according to an embodiment of the
present invention. In this application scenario, a BNG is
an S-PE device. A specific application scenario in which
an IP edge node or a metropolitan area convergence
node is an S-PE device is basically the same as the spe-
cific application scenario shown in FIG. 19. Taking a port
being an ONU port as an example, the method includes:

Step 1902: An ONU sends a label request message
to an OLT. A protocol of the label request message
may be an OMCI protocol, an Ethernet OAM proto-
col, L2CP, a TR069 protocol, or an AAA protocol.
The label request message carries an ONU port.
Step 1904: When the protocol of the label request
message is the OMCI protocol or the Ethernet OAM
protocol, the OLT forwards the label request mes-
sage to a BNG after converting the protocol of the
label request message into L2CP, the TR069 proto-
col, or the AAA protocol. Optionally, the OLT detects
the label request message, and adds an OLT port
to the label request message.
Step 1906: The OLT forwards the label request mes-
sage to the BNG
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[0170] When the BNG takes the initiative to perform
label allocation, Steps 1902 to 1906 may be omitted.
[0171] Step 1908: The BNG allocates one correspond-
ing PW label or a set of corresponding PW labels for one
AC or a set of ACs identified by the ONU port and the
OLT port. If the PW label is unidirectional, a PW label
from the ONU to the BNG and a PW label from the BNG
to the ONU that correspond to the port are allocated.
[0172] Step 1910: The BNG sends a label manage-
ment message to the OLT. A protocol of the label man-
agement message may be L2CP, the TR069 protocol,
or the AAA protocol. The label management message
carries the ONU port, the OLT port, and the correspond-
ing PW label.
[0173] Step 1912: After detecting the label manage-
ment message, the OLT directly forwards the label man-
agement message to the ONU, and the OLT may also
forward the label management message to the ONU after
deleting the OLT port in the label management message.
Alternatively, the OLT forwards the label management
message to the ONU after converting the protocol of the
label management message into the OMCI protocol or
the Ethernet OAM protocol.
[0174] Step 1914: The OLT forwards the label man-
agement message to the ONU.
[0175] Step 1916: The ONU updates a forwarding ta-
ble according to the ONU port and the PW label. The
updating the forwarding table specifically includes asso-
ciating the PW label with the ONU port.
[0176] Still another specific application scenario of the
embodiment of the present invention is described below
with reference to FIG. 20.
[0177] FIG. 20 is a schematic diagram of a method for
managing a PW label of a PON in still another specific
application scenario according to an embodiment of the
present invention. In this application scenario, a BNG is
an S-PE device. A specific application scenario in which
an IP edge node or a metropolitan area convergence
node is an S-PE device is basically the same as the spe-
cific application scenario shown in FIG. 20. The method
includes:

Step 2002: An ONU sends a label request message
to an OLT. A protocol of the label request message
may be an OMCI protocol, an Ethernet OAM proto-
col, L2CP, a TR069 protocol, or an AAA protocol.
The label request message carries an ONU port and
egress node information (indicating a direction). For
example, the egress node information is a BNG ad-
dress, that is, a PW label from the ONU to the BNG
is requested to be allocated.
Step 2004: When the protocol of the label request
message is the OMCI protocol or the Ethernet OAM
protocol, the OLT forwards the label request mes-
sage to a BNG after converting the protocol of the
label request message into L2CP, the TR069 proto-
col, or the AAA protocol. Optionally, the OLT detects
the label request message, and adds an OLT port

to the label request message.

[0178] Step 2006: The OLT forwards the label request
message to the BNG
[0179] When the BNG takes the initiative to perform
allocation, Steps 2002 to 2006 may be omitted.
[0180] Step 2008: The BNG allocates one PW label or
a set of PW labels from the ONU to the BNG for the ONU
port and the OLT port.
[0181] Step 2010: The BNG sends a label manage-
ment message to the OLT. A protocol of the label man-
agement message may be L2CP, the TR069 protocol,
or the AAA protocol. The label management message
carries the ONU port, the OLT port, and the correspond-
ing PW label from the ONU to the BNG
[0182] Step 2012: After detecting the label manage-
ment message, the OLT directly forwards the label man-
agement message to the ONU, and the OLT may also
forward the label management message to the ONU after
deleting the OLT port in the label management message.
Alternatively, the OLT forwards the label management
message to the ONU after converting the protocol of the
label management message into the OMCI protocol or
the Ethernet OAM protocol.
[0183] Step 2014: The OLT forwards the label man-
agement message to the ONU.
[0184] Step 2016: The ONU updates a forwarding ta-
ble according to the ONU port and the PW label from the
ONU to the BNG The updating the forwarding table spe-
cifically includes associating the PW label with the ONU
port.
[0185] Step 2018: The BNG allocates one PW label or
a set of PW labels from the BNG to the ONU for the ONU
port and the OLT port.
[0186] Step 2020: The BNG sends a label manage-
ment message to the OLT. A protocol of the label man-
agement message may be L2CP, the TR069 protocol,
or the AAA protocol. The label management message
carries the ONU port, the OLT port, and the correspond-
ing PW label from the BNG to the ONU.
[0187] Step 2022: After detecting the label manage-
ment message, the OLT directly forwards the label man-
agement message to the ONU, and the OLT may also
forward the label management message to the ONU after
deleting the OLT port in the label management message.
Alternatively, the OLT forwards the label management
message to the ONU after converting the protocol of the
label management message into the OMCI protocol or
the Ethernet OAM protocol.
[0188] Step 2024: The OLT forwards the label man-
agement message to the ONU.
[0189] Step 2026: The ONU updates the forwarding
table according to the ONU port and the PW label from
the BNG to the ONU. The updating the forwarding table
specifically includes associating the PW label with the
ONU port.
[0190] Another specific application scenario of the em-
bodiment of the present invention is described below with
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reference to FIG. 21.
[0191] FIG. 21 is a schematic diagram of a method for
managing a PW label of a PON in another specific ap-
plication scenario according to an embodiment of the
present invention. In this application scenario, a BNG is
an S-PE device. A specific application scenario in which
an IP edge node or a metropolitan area convergence
node is an S-PE device is basically the same as the spe-
cific application scenario shown in FIG. 21. The method
includes:

Step 2102: An ONU sends a label request message
to an OLT. A protocol of the label request message
may be an OMCI protocol, an Ethernet OAM proto-
col, L2CP, a TR069 protocol, or an AAA protocol.
The label request message carries an ONU port.
Step 2104: When the protocol of the label request
message is the OMCI protocol or the Ethernet OAM
protocol, the OLT forwards the label request mes-
sage to a BNG after converting the protocol of the
label request message into L2CP, the TR069 proto-
col, or the AAA protocol. Optionally, the OLT detects
the label request message, and adds an OLT port
to the label request message.
Step 2106: The OLT forwards the label request mes-
sage to the BNG

[0192] When the BNG takes the initiative to perform
allocation, Steps 2102 to 2106 may be omitted.

Step 2108: The BNG allocates a PW label for the
ONU port and the OLT port.
Step 2110: After detecting the label management
message, the OLT directly forwards the label man-
agement message to the ONU. Optionally, the OLT
forwards the label management message to the
ONU after deleting the OLT port in the label man-
agement message. Alternatively, the OLT forwards
the label management message to the ONU after
converting the protocol of the label management
message into the OMCI protocol or the Ethernet
OAM protocol.
Step 2112: After detecting the label management
message, the OLT directly forwards the label man-
agement message to the ONU, and the OLT may
also forward the label management message to the
ONU after deleting the OLT port in the label man-
agement message. Alternatively, the OLT forwards
the label management message to the ONU after
converting the protocol of the label management
message into the OMCI protocol or the Ethernet
OAM protocol.
Step 2114: The OLT forwards the label management
message to the ONU.
Step 2116: The ONU updates a forwarding table ac-
cording to the ONU port and the PW label. The up-
dating the forwarding table specifically includes as-
sociating the PW label with the ONU port.

Step 2122: A server pre-configures a mapping rela-
tionship between an AC ID and a port. If the AC ID
is just port information rather than a logic number of
the port information, Step 2122 may be omitted.
Step 2124: If the AC ID is a logic number of the "port"
information, pre-configured, in the server, a mapping
relationship between an access segment AC ID and
a core segment AC ID. If the AC ID is just the "port"
information, directly pre-configured, in the server, a
mapping relationship between the core segment AC
ID and access segment "port" information.
Step 2126: The BNG sends a core segment query
message to the server, in which the core segment
query message carries the OLT port and the ONU
port.
Step 2128: The server sends a core segment re-
sponse message to the BNG, in which the core seg-
ment response message carries a corresponding
core segment PE device address and a correspond-
ing core segment AC ID that are queried and found
according to the OLT port and the ONU port.
Step 2130: Establish a PW from the BNG to a core
segment PE through T-LDP/BGP according to the
core segment PE device address and the core seg-
ment AC ID, and allocate a PW label of the PW.
Step 2132: Establish a PW from the core segment
PE to the BNG through T-LDP/BGP according to the
core segment PE device address and the core seg-
ment AC ID, and allocate a PW label of the PW.
Step 2134: The OLT establishes or updates a map-
ping relationship between a PW label of an access
segment PW and a PW label of a core segment PW.

[0193] It should be understood by persons of ordinary
skill in the art that Steps 2102 to 2116 relate to allocation
of the PW label of the access segment PW, and Steps
2122 to 2132 relate to allocation of the PW label of the
core segment PW. The allocation of the PW label of the
access segment PW and the allocation of the PW label
of the core segment PW are independent of each other,
and FIG. 21 shows only a possible sequence.
[0194] Still another specific application scenario of the
embodiment of the present invention is described below
with reference to FIG. 22.
[0195] FIG. 22 is a schematic diagram of a method for
managing an MPLS label of a PON in still another specific
application scenario according to an embodiment of the
present invention. In this application scenario, a BNG is
an S-PE device. A specific application scenario in which
an IP edge node or a metropolitan area convergence
node is an S-PE device is basically the same as the spe-
cific application scenario shown in FIG. 22. The method
includes:

Step 2202: An ONU sends a label request message
to an OLT. A protocol of the label request message
may be an OMCI protocol, an Ethernet OAM proto-
col, L2CP, a TR069 protocol, or an AAA protocol.
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The label request message carries one MPLS tunnel
ID or a set of MPLS tunnel IDs to request allocation
of one MPLS label or a set of MPLS labels corre-
sponding to the MPLS tunnel ID.
Step 2204: When the protocol of the label request
message is the OMCI protocol or the Ethernet OAM
protocol, the OLT forwards the label request mes-
sage to a BNG after converting the protocol of the
label request message into L2CP, the TR069 proto-
col, or the AAA protocol. Optionally, the OLT detects
the label request message, and adds an OLT port
to the label request message.
Step 2206: The OLT forwards the label request mes-
sage to the BNG

[0196] When the BNG takes the initiative to perform
label allocation, Steps 2202 to 2206 may be omitted.

Step 2208: The BNG allocates one MPLS label or a
set of MPLS labels for the MPLS tunnel ID. The
MPLS label includes an MPLS label between the
BNG and the OLT and an MPLS label between the
OLT and the ONU.
Step 2210: The BNG sends a label management
message to the OLT. A protocol of the label man-
agement message may be L2CP, the TR069 proto-
col, or the AAA protocol. The label management
message carries the MPLS tunnel ID and the corre-
sponding MPLS label.
Step 2212: After detecting the label management
message, the OLT acquires the MPLS label between
the BNG and the OLT, and updates a corresponding
label switching table. The OLT directly forwards the
label management message to the ONU, or the OLT
may forward the label management message to the
ONU after deleting the OLT port in the label man-
agement message, or forward the label manage-
ment message to the ONU after converting the pro-
tocol of the label management message into the OM-
CI protocol or the Ethernet OAM protocol. When for-
warding the label management message, the OLT
may delete the MPLS label between the BNG and
the OLT in the label management message.
Step 2214: The OLT forwards the label management
message to the ONU.
Step 2216: The ONU updates a forwarding table ac-
cording to the MPLS tunnel ID and the MPLS label.

[0197] Another specific application scenario of the em-
bodiment of the present invention is described below with
reference to FIG. 23.
[0198] FIG. 23 is a schematic diagram of a method for
managing an MPLS label of a PON in another specific
application scenario according to an embodiment of the
present invention. In this application scenario, a BNG is
an S-PE device. A specific application scenario in which
an IP edge node or a metropolitan area convergence
node is an S-PE device is basically the same as the spe-

cific application scenario shown in FIG. 23. The method
includes:

Step 2302: An ONU sends a label request message
to an OLT. A protocol of the label request message
may be an OMCI protocol, an Ethernet OAM proto-
col, L2CP, a TR069 protocol, or an AAA protocol.
The label request message carries one MPLS tunnel
ID or a set of MPLS tunnel IDs.
Step 2304: When the protocol of the label request
message is the OMCI protocol or the Ethernet OAM
protocol, the OLT forwards the label request mes-
sage to a BNG after converting the protocol of the
label request message into L2CP, the TR069 proto-
col, or the AAA protocol. Optionally, the OLT detects
the label request message, and adds an OLT port
to the label request message.
Step 2306: The OLT forwards the label request mes-
sage to the BNG

[0199] When the BNG takes the initiative to perform
label allocation, Steps 2302 to 2306 may be omitted.
[0200] Step 2308: The BNG allocates an MPLS label
between the BNG and the OLT for the MPLS tunnel ID.
[0201] Step 2310: The BNG sends a label manage-
ment message to the OLT. A protocol of the label man-
agement message may be L2CP, the TR069 protocol,
or the AAA protocol. The label management message
carries the MPLS tunnel ID and the MPLS label.
[0202] Step 2312: After detecting the label manage-
ment message, the OLT acquires the MPLS label be-
tween the BNG and the OLT, and updates a correspond-
ing label switching table. The OLT directly forwards the
label management message to the ONU, or the OLT may
forward the label management message to the ONU after
deleting the OLT port in the label management message,
or forward the label management message to the ONU
after converting the protocol of the label management
message into the OMCI protocol or the Ethernet OAM
protocol.
[0203] Step 2314: The OLT allocates an MPLS label
between the OLT and the ONU, and replaces the MPLS
label between the BNG and the OLT in the label man-
agement message with the MPLS label between the OLT
and the ONU.
[0204] Step 2316: The OLT forwards the label man-
agement message to the ONU.
[0205] Step 2318: The ONU updates a forwarding ta-
ble according to the MPLS tunnel ID and the MPLS label.
[0206] Still another specific application scenario of the
embodiment of the present invention is described below
with reference to FIG. 24.
[0207] FIG. 24 is a schematic diagram of a method for
managing an MPLS label of a PON in still another specific
application scenario according to an embodiment of the
present invention. In this application scenario, a BNG is
an S-PE device. A specific application scenario in which
an IP edge node or a metropolitan area convergence
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node is an S-PE device is basically the same as the spe-
cific application scenario shown in FIG. 24. The method
includes:

Step 2402: An ONU sends a label request message
to an OLT. A protocol of the label request message
may be an OMCI protocol, an Ethernet OAM proto-
col, L2CP, a TR069 protocol, or an AAA protocol.
The label request message carries egress node in-
formation (indicating a direction). For example, the
egress node information is a BNG address, that is,
an MPLS label from the ONU to a BNG is requested
to be allocated.
Step 2404: When the protocol of the label request
message is the OMCI protocol or the Ethernet OAM
protocol, the OLT forwards the label request mes-
sage to the BNG after converting the protocol of the
label request message into L2CP, the TR069 proto-
col, or the AAA protocol. Optionally, the OLT detects
the label request message, and adds an OLT port
to the label request message.
Step 2406: The OLT forwards the label request mes-
sage to the BNG

[0208] When the BNG takes the initiative to perform
label allocation, Steps 2402 to 2406 may be omitted.
[0209] Step 2408: The BNG allocates an MPLS label
from the OLT to the BNG for an MPLS tunnel ID 1.
[0210] Step 2410: The BNG sends a label manage-
ment message to the OLT. A protocol of the label man-
agement message may be L2CP, the TR069 protocol,
or the AAA protocol. The label management message
carries the MPLS tunnel ID 1 and the MPLS label from
the OLT to the BNG
[0211] Step 2412: After detecting the label manage-
ment message, the OLT acquires the MPLS label from
the OLT to the BNG, and updates a corresponding label
switching table. The OLT directly forwards the label man-
agement message to the ONU, or the OLT may forward
the label management message to the ONU after delet-
ing the OLT port in the label management message, or
forward the label management message to the ONU after
converting the protocol of the label management mes-
sage into the OMCI protocol or the Ethernet OAM proto-
col.
[0212] Step 2414: The OLT allocates an MPLS label
from the ONU to the OLT, and replaces the MPLS label
from the OLT to the BNG in the label management mes-
sage with the MPLS label from the ONU to the OLT.
[0213] Step 2416: The OLT forwards the label man-
agement message to the ONU.
[0214] Step 2418: The ONU updates a forwarding ta-
ble according to the MPLS tunnel ID 1 and the MPLS
label.
[0215] Step 2420: The BNG allocates an MPLS label
from the BNG to the OLT for an MPLS tunnel ID 2.
[0216] Step 2422: The BNG sends a label manage-
ment message to the OLT. A protocol of the label man-

agement message may be L2CP, the TR069 protocol,
or the AAA protocol. The label management message
carries the MPLS tunnel ID 2 and the MPLS label from
the BNG to the OLT.
[0217] Step 2424: After detecting the label manage-
ment message, the OLT acquires the MPLS label from
the BNG to the OLT, and updates a corresponding label
switching table. The OLT directly forwards the label man-
agement message to the ONU, or the OLT may forward
the label management message to the ONU after delet-
ing the OLT port in the label management message, or
forward the label management message to the ONU after
converting the protocol of the label management mes-
sage into the OMCI protocol or the Ethernet OAM proto-
col.
[0218] Step 2426: The OLT allocates an MPLS label
from the OLT to the ONU, and replaces the MPLS label
from the BNG to the OLT in the label management mes-
sage with the MPLS label from the ONU to the OLT.
[0219] Step 2428: The OLT forwards the label man-
agement message to the ONU.
[0220] Step 2430: The ONU updates the forwarding
table according to the MPLS tunnel ID 2 and the MPLS
label.
[0221] Another specific application scenario of the em-
bodiment of the present invention is described below with
reference to FIG. 25.
[0222] FIG. 25 is a schematic diagram of a method for
managing an MPLS label of a PON in another specific
application scenario according to an embodiment of the
present invention. In this application scenario, a BNG is
an S-PE device. A specific application scenario in which
an IP edge node or a metropolitan area convergence
node is an S-PE device is basically the same as the spe-
cific application scenario shown in FIG. 25. The method
includes:

Step 2502: An ONU sends a label request message
to an OLT. A protocol of the label request message
may be an OMCI protocol, an Ethernet OAM proto-
col, L2CP, a TR069 protocol, or an AAA protocol.
The label request message carries an MPLS tunnel
ID.
Step 2504: When the protocol of the label request
message is the OMCI protocol or the Ethernet OAM
protocol, the OLT forwards the label request mes-
sage to a BNG after converting the protocol of the
label request message into L2CP, the TR069 proto-
col, or the AAA protocol. Optionally, the OLT detects
the label request message, and adds an OLT port
to the label request message.
Step 2506: The OLT forwards the label request mes-
sage to the BNG

[0223] When the BNG takes the initiative to perform
label allocation, Steps 2502 to 2506 may be omitted.
[0224] Step 2508: The BNG allocates an MPLS label
for the MPLS tunnel ID. If the label is unidirectional, the
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MPLS label includes an MPLS label between the BNG
and the OLT and an MPLS label between the OLT and
the ONU.
[0225] Step 2510: The BNG sends a label manage-
ment message to the OLT. A protocol of the label man-
agement message may be L2CP, the TR069 protocol,
or the AAA protocol. The label management message
carries the MPLS tunnel ID and the MPLS label.
[0226] Step 2512: After detecting the label manage-
ment message, the OLT directly forwards the label man-
agement message to the ONU, or the OLT may forward
the label management message to the ONU after delet-
ing the OLT port in the label management message, or
forward the label management message to the ONU after
converting the protocol of the label management mes-
sage into the OMCI protocol or the Ethernet OAM proto-
col.
[0227] Step 2514: The OLT forwards the label man-
agement message to the ONU.
[0228] Step 2516: The ONU updates a forwarding ta-
ble according to the MPLS tunnel ID and the MPLS label.
[0229] Step 2518: The OLT updates a label switching
table according to the MPLS tunnel ID and the MPLS
label, in which the label switching table may be an LFIB.
[0230] Step 2522: Pre-configured a mapping relation-
ship between an access segment MPLS tunnel ID and
an egress node address of a core segment LSP. The
egress node address is usually a PE device address.
[0231] Step 2524: The BNG sends a core segment
query message to a server, in which the core segment
query message carries the MPLS tunnel ID.
[0232] Step 2526: The server sends a core segment
response message to the BNG, in which the core seg-
ment response message carries a corresponding core
segment PE device address that is queried and found
according to the MPLS tunnel ID.
[0233] Step 2528: Establish an MPLS tunnel from the
BNG to a core segment PE through LDP/RSVP accord-
ing to the queried and found corresponding core segment
PE device address.
[0234] Step 2530: Establish an MPLS tunnel from the
core segment PE to the BNG through LDP/RSVP accord-
ing to the queried and found corresponding core segment
PE device address.
[0235] In the technical solutions according to this em-
bodiment, a message of the access network manage-
ment protocol is used to carry a label, so a problem of
supporting PWE3 on a data plane of an access segment
of an access network under the conditions that device
complexity of an access device is not increased and a
configuration of the access device needs only to be slight-
ly changed.
[0236] It should be understood by persons of ordinary
skill in the art that all or a part of the steps of the methods
according to the foregoing embodiments may be imple-
mented by a program instructing relevant hardware. The
program may be stored in a computer readable storage
medium, such as a Read Only Memory/Random Access

Memory (ROM/RAM), a magnetic disk or a Compact
Disk-Read Only Memory (CD-ROM).
[0237] The foregoing descriptions are merely embod-
iments of the present invention, but are not intended to
limit the protection scope of the present invention. Any
modification, equivalent replacement, or improvement
made without departing from the spirit and principle of
the present invention should fall within the protection
scope of the present invention.

Claims

1. A method for managing a label of an access network,
comprising:

managing a Pseudo Wire (PW) label of an ac-
cess segment PW or a Multi-Protocol Label
Switching (MPLS) label of an access segment
MPLS tunnel for a port or an MPLS tunnel, and
managing a corresponding relationship be-
tween port information of the port and the MPLS
label, or managing a corresponding relationship
between the port information of the port and the
PW label, or managing a corresponding relation-
ship between an MPLS tunnel identifier of the
MPLS tunnel and the MPLS label; and
carrying the corresponding relationship in a la-
bel management message, and sending the la-
bel management message to a Provider Edge
(PE) device so that the PE device updates a
forwarding table according to the corresponding
relationship, wherein the label management
message adopts an access network manage-
ment protocol.

2. The method according to claim 1, specifically com-
prising:

allocating the PW label of the access segment
PW or the MPLS label of the access segment
MPLS tunnel for the port or the MPLS tunnel,
and establishing the corresponding relationship
between the port information of the port and the
MPLS label, or establishing the corresponding
relationship between the port information of the
port and the PW label, or establishing the cor-
responding relationship between the MPLS tun-
nel identifier of the MPLS tunnel and the MPLS
label; and
carrying the corresponding relationship in the la-
bel management message, and sending the la-
bel management message to the PE device so
that the PE device updates the forwarding table
according to the corresponding relationship,
wherein the label management message adopts
the access network management protocol.
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3. The method according to claim 2, wherein the allo-
cating the PW label of the access segment PW or
the MPLS label of the access segment MPLS tunnel
for the port or the MPLS tunnel specifically compris-
es:

allocating the PW label of the access segment
PW or the MPLS label corresponding to the port
for the port; or
allocating the MPLS label corresponding to the
MPLS tunnel for the MPLS tunnel.

4. The method according to claim 2, wherein the port
is an Optical Network Unit (ONU) port and/or an Op-
tical Line Termination (OLT) port.

5. The method according to claim 4, wherein when the
label management message carries the correspond-
ing relationship between the port information of the
port and the PW label, the method further comprises:

sending a core segment query message to a
first server, wherein the core segment query
message carries the port information of the port.
receiving a core segment response message
sent by the first server, wherein the core seg-
ment response message carries a core segment
PE device address and a core segment Attach-
ment Circuit (AC) identifier that correspond to
the port;
establishing a core segment PW to a core seg-
ment PE device according to the core segment
PE device address and the core segment AC
identifier, and allocating a PW label of the core
segment PW; and
establishing or updating a mapping relationship
between the PW label of the core segment PW
and the PW label of the access segment PW.

6. The method according to claim 4, wherein when the
label management message carries the correspond-
ing relationship between the port information of the
port and the PW label, before the allocating the PW
label of the access segment PW for the port the meth-
od further comprises:

establishing a core segment PW to a core seg-
ment PE device, and allocating a PW label of
the core segment PW; and
acquiring an access segment ONU port and/or
OLT port corresponding to the PW label of the
core segment PW or a core segment AC iden-
tifier of the core segment PW, and acquiring an
access segment PE device address corre-
sponding to the core segment AC identifier of
the core segment PW; and
after the sending the label management mes-
sage to the PE device so that the PE device

updates the forwarding table according to the
corresponding relationship, the method further
comprises:

establishing or updating a mapping relation-
ship between the PW label of the core seg-
ment PW and the PW label of the access
segment PW.

7. The method according to claim 6, wherein the ac-
quiring the access segment ONU port and/or OLT
port corresponding to the PW label of the core seg-
ment PW or the core segment AC identifier of the
core segment PW, and the acquiring the access seg-
ment PE device address corresponding to the core
segment AC identifier of the core segment PW com-
prise:

sending an access segment query message to
a first server, wherein the access segment query
message carries the PW label of the core seg-
ment PW or the core segment AC identifier of
the core segment PW; and
receiving an access segment response mes-
sage sent by the first server, wherein the access
segment response message carries the access
segment ONU port and/or OLT port correspond-
ing to the PW label of the core segment PW or
the core segment AC identifier of the core seg-
ment PW, and the access segment PE device
address corresponding to the PW label of the
core segment PW or the core segment AC iden-
tifier of the core segment PW.

8. The method according to claim 2, wherein when the
label management message carries the correspond-
ing relationship between the MPLS tunnel identifier
of the MPLS tunnel and the MPLS label, the method
further comprises:

sending a core segment query message to a
first server, wherein the core segment query
message carries the MPLS tunnel identifier;
receiving a core segment response message
sent by the first server, wherein the core seg-
ment response message carries a core segment
PE device address corresponding to the MPLS
tunnel identifier; and
establishing an MPLS tunnel to a core segment
PE device according to the core segment PE
device address, wherein an MPLS tunnel iden-
tifier of the MPLS tunnel is the MPLS tunnel iden-
tifier carried in the core segment query mes-
sage.

9. The method according to claim 2, wherein when the
label management message carries the correspond-
ing relationship between the MPLS tunnel identifier
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of the MPLS tunnel and the MPLS label, before the
allocating the MPLS label of the access segment
MPLS tunnel for the MPLS tunnel, the method further
comprises:

establishing an MPLS tunnel to a core segment
PE device; and
acquiring an access segment PE device ad-
dress and/or an access segment MPLS tunnel
identifier corresponding to the MPLS tunnel
identifier.

10. The method according to claim 9, wherein the ac-
quiring the access segment PE device address cor-
responding to the MPLS tunnel identifier comprises:

sending an access segment query message to
a first server, wherein the access segment query
message carries a core segment MPLS tunnel
identifier; and
receiving an access segment response mes-
sage sent by the first server, wherein the access
segment response message carries the access
segment PE device address and/or the access
segment MPLS tunnel identifier corresponding
to the core segment MPLS tunnel identifier.

11. The method according to any one of claims 3 to 10,
wherein the access network management protocol
comprises an Optical Network Terminal (ONT) Man-
agement and Control Interface (OMCI) protocol, an
Ethernet Operations, Administration and Mainte-
nance (Ethernet OAM) protocol, a Layer 2 Control
Protocol (L2CP), a TR069 protocol, or an Authenti-
cation, Authorization, Accounting (AAA) protocol.

12. The method according to any one of claims 3 to 10,
wherein when the PE device is an ONU, the sending
the label management message to the PE device so
that the PE device updates the forwarding table ac-
cording to the corresponding relationship, wherein
the label management message adopts the access
network management protocol, comprises:

sending the label management message to an
OLT, wherein the label management message
adopts a Layer 2 Control Protocol (L2CP), a
TR069 protocol, an Ethernet Operations, Ad-
ministration and Maintenance (Ethernet OAM)
protocol, or an Authentication, Authorization,
Accounting (AAA) protocol, and forwarding, by
the OLT, the label management message to the
ONU, so that the ONU updates the forwarding
table according to the corresponding relation-
ship; or
sending the label management message to an
OLT, wherein the label management message
adopts L2CP, the TR069 protocol, or the AAA

protocol, and converting, by the OLT, the proto-
col of the label management message into an
Optical Network Terminal (ONT) Management
and Control Interface (OMCI) protocol or the
Ethernet OAM protocol and forwarding the label
management message with the protocol being
the OMCI protocol or the Ethernet OAM protocol
to the ONU, so that the ONU updates the for-
warding table according to the corresponding re-
lationship.

13. The method according to any one of claims 3 to 10,
wherein before the sending the label management
message to the ONU, the method further comprises:

receiving a label request message, wherein a
protocol of the label request message adopts
the access network management protocol, the
label request message carries the port informa-
tion of the port and/or egress node information,
or the label request message carries the MPLS
tunnel identifier and/or the egress node informa-
tion.

14. The method according to any one of claims 3 to 10,
wherein the allocating the PW label of the access
segment PW or the MPLS label of the access seg-
ment MPLS tunnel for the port or the MPLS tunnel,
and the establishing the corresponding relationship
between the port information of the port and the
MPLS label, or the establishing the corresponding
relationship between the port information of the port
and the PW label comprise:

receiving an access segment label manage-
ment message sent by a second server, wherein
the access segment label management mes-
sage carries the MPLS label of the MPLS tunnel
or the PW label of the access segment PW cor-
responding to the port; and
establishing the corresponding relationship be-
tween the port information of the port and the
MPLS label or establishing the corresponding
relationship between the port information of the
port and the PW label according to the MPLS
label or the PW label corresponding to the port.

15. The method according to claim 1, specifically com-
prising:

modifying the PW label of the access segment
PW or the MPLS label of the access segment
MPLS tunnel for the port or the MPLS tunnel,
and modifying the corresponding relationship
between the port information of the port and the
MPLS label, or modifying the corresponding re-
lationship between the port information of the
port and the PW label, or modifying the corre-
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sponding relationship between the MPLS tunnel
identifier of the MPLS tunnel and the MPLS la-
bel; and
carrying the corresponding relationship in the la-
bel management message, and sending the la-
bel management message to the PE device so
that the PE device updates the forwarding table
according to the corresponding relationship,
wherein the label management message adopts
the access network management protocol.

16. The method according to claim 1, specifically com-
prising:

deleting the PW label of the access segment
PW or the MPLS label of the access segment
MPLS tunnel for the port or the MPLS tunnel,
and deleting the corresponding relationship be-
tween the port information of the port and the
MPLS label, or deleting the corresponding rela-
tionship between the port information of the port
and the PW label, or deleting the corresponding
relationship between the MPLS tunnel identifier
of the MPLS tunnel and the MPLS label; and
carrying the corresponding relationship in the la-
bel management message, and sending the la-
bel management message to the PE device so
that the PE device updates the forwarding table
according to the corresponding relationship,
wherein the label management message adopts
the access network management protocol.

17. A Provider Edge (PE) device, comprising:

a receiving unit, configured to receive a label
management message from a Switching Provid-
er Edge (S-PE) device, wherein the label man-
agement message adopts an access network
management protocol, and the label manage-
ment message carries a corresponding relation-
ship between port information of a port and a
Multi-Protocol Label Switching (MPLS) label, or
a corresponding relationship between the port
information of the port and a Pseudo Wire (PW)
label, or a corresponding relationship between
an MPLS tunnel identifier of an MPLS tunnel and
the MPLS label; and
an update unit, configured to update a forward-
ing table according to the corresponding rela-
tionship.

18. The PE device according to claim 17, further com-
prising:

a request unit, configured to send a label request
message to an Optical Line Termination (OLT),
wherein the label request message adopts the
access network management protocol, the label

request message carries the port information of
the port and/or egress node information, or the
label request message carries the MPLS tunnel
identifier and/or the egress node information.

19. A Switching Provider Edge (S-PE) device, compris-
ing:

a first management unit, configured to manage
a Pseudo Wire (PW) label of an access segment
PW or a Multi-Protocol Label Switching (MPLS)
label of an access segment MPLS tunnel for a
port or an MPLS tunnel, and manage a corre-
sponding relationship between port information
of the port and the MPLS label, or manage a
corresponding relationship between the port in-
formation of the port and the PW label, or man-
age a corresponding relationship between an
MPLS tunnel identifier of the MPLS tunnel and
the MPLS label; and
a first sending unit, configured to carry the cor-
responding relationship in a label management
message, and send the label management mes-
sage to a Provider Edge (PE) device so that the
PE device updates a forwarding table according
to the corresponding relationship, wherein the
label management message adopts an access
network management protocol.

20. The S-PE device according to claim 19, wherein
when the PE device is an Optical Network Unit
(ONU), the S-PE device further comprises:

a second sending unit, configured to send a core
segment query message to a first server, where-
in when the label management message carries
the corresponding relationship between the port
information of the port and the PW label, the
core segment query message carries an Optical
Line Termination (OLT) port and an ONU port,
and when the label management message car-
ries the corresponding relationship between the
MPLS tunnel identifier of the MPLS tunnel and
the MPLS label, the core segment query mes-
sage carries the MPLS tunnel identifier;
a receiving unit, configured to receive a core
segment response message sent by the first
server, wherein when the label management
message carries the corresponding relationship
between the port information of the port and the
PW label, the core segment response message
carries a core segment PE device address and
a core segment Attachment Circuit (AC) identi-
fier that correspond to the OLT port and the ONU
port, and when the label management message
carries the corresponding relationship between
the MPLS tunnel identifier of the MPLS tunnel
and the MPLS label, the core segment response
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message carries a core segment PE device ad-
dress corresponding to the MPLS tunnel identi-
fier;
a second management unit, configured to es-
tablish a core segment PW to a core segment
PE device according to the core segment PE
device address and the core segment AC iden-
tifier, and allocate a PW label of the core seg-
ment PW when the label management message
carries the corresponding relationship between
the port information of the port and the PW label;
and establish an MPLS tunnel to the core seg-
ment PE device according to the core segment
PE device address when the label management
message carries the corresponding relationship
between the MPLS tunnel identifier of the MPLS
tunnel and the MPLS label, wherein an MPLS
tunnel identifier of the MPLS tunnel is the MPLS
tunnel identifier carried in the core segment que-
ry message; and
an update unit, configured to establish, update,
or delete a mapping relationship between the
PW label of the core segment PW and the PW
label of the access segment PW when the label
management message carries the correspond-
ing relationship between the port information of
the port and the PW label.

21. An access system of an access network, comprising:
a Switching Provider Edge (S-PE) device and at least
one Provider Edge (PE) device; wherein
the PE device is configured to receive a label man-
agement message from the S-PE device, wherein
the label management message adopts an access
network management protocol, and the label man-
agement message carries a corresponding relation-
ship between port information of a port and a Multi-
Protocol Label Switching (MPLS) label, or a corre-
sponding relationship between the port information
of the port and a Pseudo Wire (PW) label, or a cor-
responding relationship between an MPLS tunnel
identifier of an MPLS tunnel and the MPLS label, and
update a forwarding table according to the corre-
sponding relationship; and
the S-PE device is configured to manage a PW label
of an access segment PW or an MPLS label of an
access segment MPLS tunnel for the port or the
MPLS tunnel, and send the label management mes-
sage to the PE device.
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